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INTERZUM AND LIGNA
Most of this Xylon International is dedicated to Interzum (Cologne, May 5-8) and Ligna (Hanover,
May 11-15, 2015). A comprehensive overview of
products and technology on display during the
“Germany May”!
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GIANCARLO SELCI
We are proud to open our focus feature with an
interview to Giancarlo Selci, Biesse founder. A
conversation about dreams, memories, challenges
and plans for the future.
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My working experience in the economic
departments of different organizations always suggests me to take an analytic approach to events. Professional bias.
So, let’s take a look at available figures
for the export of the world’s top-two wood
technology producers, Germany and Italy.
In 2014, based on customs code statistics,
German export amounted to 1,760 million
Euro, up by 2.6 percent from 2013, while
Italian export reached 1,166 million Euro,
up by 5 percent compared to 2013.
Sure, we are still far from real expansion
and pre-crisis increases, but the result is
definitely positive.
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So, with some optimism companies are
approaching Ligna 2015, the most important event of the year in our industry.
That’s when we will understand whether
we are really out of the crisis or not.
And that’s also the time when our industry
will see the status of the Industry 4.0, a
definition for a key transformation of the
manufacturing process, namely the way
innovation is going to change production.
The manufacturing world is facing a radical
change that can result into a new industrial
revolution, number four, where the tight
integration of digital technology with manufacturing operations will radically change
products and processes.
This new world − called “innovative factory”, “smart industry”, “advanced manufacturing”, “Industry 4.0”) − can bring
about a technological fracture from the
past, merging the real world of industrial
plants with the virtual world of the socalled Internet of Things, an ugly description for the myriad of objects connected
to the Internet, with remote control and
monitoring capabilities.
We will have digital and flexible factories
with a seamless flow of information in real
time among all workstations, with integrated
production and storage; constant communications will offer self-diagnostic capabilities and remote production monitoring, while system flexibility will help customize products according to customerspecific demand, much more than today.
In a virtual environment, we will be able to
simulate the entire production chain, so
that it can be tested in advance to prevent
possible issues and to train the staff.
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The factory will also be smart, which
means that it can source energy with no
waste and minimum costs.In this new industrial context, humans will basically be
in charge to control and adjust production
parameters, and to add creativity.
A process revolution whose impact on
the woodworking industry is still unpredictable, as this is a business where a
few big companies are complemented
by a myriad of small and medium enterprises.
We will probably have initial feedback in
Hanover, but you can be sure that we will
talk a lot on these pages about Industry
4.0, whatever you call it.
Dario Corbetta
Managing Director
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INTERZUM FIRST...
T
he German May starts at Interzum.
Sure, we were used to starting from
Ligna, to some overlapping, to a sort
of maybe more tangible collaboration...
Small details. In Germany, May is spent in
two locations: Cologne for materials and
supplies, Hanover for technology.
This year the starting gun will be shot in
Cologne, a recent decision that should last
for a few more editions, let’s see. And let us
tell you that, according to organizers’ figures,
the exhibition staged in the brand new site
on the Rhine banks – from Tuesday 5 to
Friday 8 May 2015 – will set new records.
This is a second youth for Interzum, after
some uncertainty in the past editions.
There is no doubt that such strength makes
this event the undisputed reference for hardware, handles, decorations, panels, edges,
upholstery... everything you need to make
furniture. And the second player in the ranking is far behind.

model. Italian exhibitors will exceed 300,
versus 260 in 2013. 15 percent more is not
bad... And there is also a surface record,
with 18,300 square meters compared to
16,500 in the past edition.

These figures are even more significant if
compared to the total figures to the Cologne
event, hosting more than 1,400 exhibitors,
with more than one thousand coming from
abroad. Space is sold out in all three product
areas of the exhibition: “Materials & Nature”
(wood and materials), “Textile & Machinery”
(products and technology for textiles and
upholstery) and “Function & Components”,
featuring supplies, components and semifinished materials. It’s no secret that the
business of components, semifinished materials and hardware is the most successful,
so much that this year it was decided to
open also hall 3.2, and still not everyone
has found a place.

Forgive a touch of nationalism and the satisfaction to say that, also here, the Italian
team is the largest one, besides showing
innovative skills, proactivity and industrial
expertise that the whole world considers a

There will be much to see at Interzum,
that’s sure; not only in the booths, but also
in all the “squares” and side events which,
as usual, will provide an opportunity to look
a bit further... ■

...AND THEN LIGNA!

A

few days later, many of the same
actors will meet again at the biennial
exhibition of woodworking technology. The world of wood, furniture and much
more will gather in Hanover from Monday
11 to Friday 15 May 2015, for a biennial
date that needs no introduction and is globally recognized as the event that cannot
be missed, the place where you can find
not only the German market, however important, but the whole world.
If one exhibition can be considered as an
international showcase, that’s Ligna.
Exhibitors know it well. They told us in these
weeks, as we asked them to tell their stories
and the news you will find on these pages.
We noticed a “desire” to be in Hanover.
Maybe because there are many markets
around the world that offer more opportunities
than national marketplaces, and so, the
opportunity of such a stage is a “greedy”
business occasion.
But definitely also because this exhibition
provides a review of innovations, previews
and presentations. And although the crisis
has struck hard, companies, at least many
of them, have not stopped inventing, creating, thinking, designing.

It is not going to be a showcase with plenty
of novelties: this is an industry that has reached a level of maturity, where most revolutionary inventions were made some time
ago. But there are constant enhancements,
a strong pursuit of lower consumption and
operating costs, higher efficiency, reliability
levels that were unimaginable a few years
ago, not to mention flexibility, an absolute
requirement.
So, the doors will be opened up to the socalled “Industry 4.0”, the digital revolution
that, quite frankly, seems to us just the final
stage of a route (or better, the next stage),
reconciling the essential elements of any
industrial process. Tools that move in space,
driven be powerful and smart heads-armsspindles, to process materials according
to accurate and better organized information.
The combination of all these elements is
now even more effective and efficient.
This will be shown by 1,500 exhibitors
from over 40 countries covering a 120thousand-square-meter surface; you
can read about it in the next pages, and
we will report about it again in the coming
issues… ■
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Mr. Selci, what were your best ideas, the invention
you like to remember?
“There are many, and maybe – I can admit it now
– I was not able to leverage them as I should. I tell
you why. In the early days of Biesse, power
spindles were only made of cast iron, they were
heavy and machined on lathes. At a certain point,
I had the idea to build them from extruded
aluminum: you cut it to the required length, milled
the stator seat, a few holes and not much else...
not to mention light weight. Unfortunately, I did not
patent it. I made the same mistake when I was the
first to consider using the same extrusion process
for machine worktables. Also in this case, I did not
consider protecting my idea with a patent. And
again, I invented the head with independent spindles, no patents also in that case. We were the
first to install racks instead of ball screws... I underestimated the value of that concept, because
we had so many ideas... today patents are registered even for paper sheets and for every new
concept you need weeks to understand what can
be done and what must be avoided. It seems that
today innovation is a job for lawyers and specialists
that live in patent offices!”.

Giancarlo Selci.

GIANCARLO SELCI’S VISION
As Ligna is approaching, we met Giancarlo Selci,
Biesse founder and one of the few “woodworking
machinery people” who needs no introduction…
…and we talked about many things, not to say
everything, but very little about Ligna. Well, actually, many things that Mr. Giancarlo Selci told
us are related to machines, technology, decisions
that will characterize Biesse’s participation in
Ligna 2015.
On his desk, page 200 of the catalog of the first
Interbimall, back in 1968. Selci looks at the pictures of “Dani 1” and “Dani 2”, automatic routers
to process cabinet doors. And he explains how
they worked. That was the first success of
Costruzioni meccaniche Giancarlo Selci,
based in via Montenevoso in Pesaro. We get a
glimpse of the photocopy of his employment
card, his birth date, January 2, 1936, the line
“son of Antonio and Gigina Renzi”... We risk to
be overwhelmed by memories, talking about
his job as turner at Benelli when he had just become 15, the decision to start his own business
few years later, to create Biesse: but then we
would have to write a book, and this is not our
purpose now. Selci has left a meeting to talk
with us and he makes it clear that he would like
to go back as soon as possible, "...because
there are a few things to settle”. So we put the
recorder on. Off we go!
Mr. Selci, next year you’ll be eighty...
“...and I still have so much to do”, he answers
with a surprised tone. “That’s my attitude, I have
to carry on, act… Today it’s more difficult, because Biesse is much bigger than in the past:
there are many engineering departments, and
for someone like me, who likes to see drawings,
visit the workshop, live in the factory, it is more
challenging. Especially when you get older!!!! I
love my company, probably even more in these
hard years. When I decided to prove myself
again, all I cared about was Biesse and the
three thousand families that depend on it. So I
decided to come back and lend a hand, to do
what I could with my experience. I took the responsibility to sit back at the steering wheel,
though I knew it would be tough... but it has
worked. We have worked well and we were
probably the first to see a turning point, to understand that we were on the right way... but
after all we expected it...".

A moment of the interview:
from left Luca Rossetti,
Giancarlo Selci and Stefano Porcellini.

Expect? What do you mean?
“The conditions were there, because we continued to invest also in those years. We had
the resources and we used them properly. It
may sound obvious, but in hard times you have
to use your brains, be very careful, look beyond
the tip of your nose, avoid harmful decisions,
work to improve things, not to make them
worse. Each day we had, and still have, many
decisions to make, often painful, and each day
we had to choose what was right and what
should be avoided.
This is your duty when you manage a company.
An entrepreneur must read the signs, understand
that you cannot go on producing as if nothing
had happened. Instead, many companies chose
to keep filling up their warehouses, believing
that the situation would go back to normal. I repeat, years of tough decisions: cutting production, applying for redundancy funds, considering sales and not turnover, forgetting
equipment parked in some place... at the end
of 2007 Biesse had closed with a positive result
and significant profits, but we had noticed a
reduction of orders and we realized that we
had to reduce product launches in 2008, make
a pessimistic budget, get ready to manufacture
anything that was ordered, and nothing else...
and then everyone knows what happened...”.
...but you always focused on innovation...
“...because innovation is the greatest value a
company can and must express!”, Selci states.
“Ideas always work and a good products sells
by itself: you almost don't need sales or marketing.
In 1980 I created a machine. It was called
“Techno”, an inline drilling machine we presented
at Interbimall. In five days I build the sales
network in Europe, because everyone came
and asked to sell it! It was a big deal, really big,
and we sold many machines during the exhibition, because every reseller wanted to have
one or two for their showroom! In three months
we produced about fifty machines per month,
and we are still selling about one hundred every
year. And it’s a machine we invented in 1980,
thirty-five years ago!”.
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

In recent years, we see fewer and fewer inventions, and often coming from foreign manufacturers. Don't you think that new generations
have lost inventiveness?
“In other countries there are excellent education
and training centers we don’t have, famous
universities for mechanical engineering and
wood. Our country does not offer much to companies, quite the contrary... We struggle to
invest, to obtain construction permits for new
factories, and employing an engineer costs
more and more. You have no idea how many
more engineers we would like to hire for our research and development operations...
Maybe the first generation had more ingenuity,
but those were different times, there were different
conditions. Today we are focused on finance
and we cannot concentrate on new solutions,
on prototypes, assembling and dismantling them
until you identify the smartest solution”.
And passion cools down...
“Never! Without passion, I would stay in bed
every morning! Sure, emotions are gradually
quenched by age, but I am still willing to do
and no one can take away my enthusiasm.
That’s not the critical point: today, I repeat, we
have to deal with much more complex organizations that require effective and efficient management. But people must talk more, communicate directly, be more curious about the
work of a colleague in the office next door, go
and see in person, ask, get information, share.
We cannot just send e-mails. We have to talk...
It is not easy to preserve your passion in a
country where hundreds of companies close
down every day. Something is wrong, something
is preventing us to move on. We cannot hang
up our hat, but we cannot either work like packhorses and risk failure because the public administration has excessive demands...".
Was it easier in via Montenevoso?
“There was enthusiasm for a world that ran fast.
Today are we going forward or back? We have
to face the challenge of globalization, a real
problem for small companies that have always
been the core of “made in Italy” and now need
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to reflect, to find a different organization. But
not everyone has the attitude or the capacity to
do it. We cannot deny that many wonderful
products have disappeared; a certain kind of
know-how no longer exists or it has turned into
an art for few who can afford it.
I do not want to be misunderstood: high tech
has brought great benefits, everyone can have
more, but today success lies in big volumes,
rewarding those who can make 300 identical
kitchen sets every day and take over the market.
Maybe we are losing some sense of beauty”.
And Biesse? Where are you going in the future?

“We will always do our job, better and better.
We will increasingly focus on big plants for
high productivity, in view of the globalization
we were mentioning before. We are working to
turn working centers into tools that enable
handicraft businesses to create beauty more
easily, to do more and better.
We want to strengthen our activity in all global
markets, with the same capacity to promote innovation, as we have done in recent years with
software, helping anyone control and operate
our machines very easily. Today we sell Biesse
machines not only because they are good, but
because they have an interface to program
and operate them much more easily".
What’s left to be done at Biesse?
“I will tell you what I would really like to do: start
over from scratch! Have 50 hectares and build
an even smarter, totally new big factory,
where each stage is the best possible. Today
the highest costs are represented by logistics,
inefficiency, factories that have been developed
and expanded over time to meet new requirements.
I would really like to start over... we could
produce with the same quality at lower costs.
All mechanical operations in one place, assembling in another; shuttles that connect each
department according to well-planned production
logic, in compliance with the lean production
methods we introduced several years ago, to
minimize waste and to produce more and better.
And then we might talk only about research
and innovation, possibly with a dozen new engineers employed to develop all the ideas we
have in mind...”.
Come on, Mr. Selci. Do you want to restart history?
“Our job is to help those who choose Biesse
think about the future. We have to do the same.
Even before them. We have done a lot, but we
still have a lot to do..."
...and what are you doing here in your office?
“That’s my life. Biesse is my home. I have a
small boat, a house in the hills where I cultivate
some vegetables, tomatoes... but in the evening
I leave the office at seven. Time is tight. A bit of
television and then I go to bed, thinking about
many things that await me on the next day...”.
Well done, Mr. Selci. It’s a bit late to change
such good habits. And what for, then? Thank
you for your time and see you soon!
by Luca Rossetti ■

www.biesse.com

Hall 25, stand B45-C48
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GRIGGIO

IMAL-PAL

THE NEW “UNICA-SAFE”

LIGNA 2015 PREVIEW

Griggio spa, manufacturer of traditional woodworking machinery since 1946, it’s proud to
present exclusively in the international fair Ligna
in Hannover, the revolutionary new “UnicaSafe”. This machine is the only panel saw with
a security system able to ensures the carpenter against injuries caused by accidents of cut with
the blade. The hand, in fact, in contact with the blade does not undergo any cutting. Thousands
of lawsuits about cutting injuries occur every year. Griggio, with its new panel saw “Unica-Safe”,
offers to all workers in the industry the opportunity to enter a secure machine in the lab of every
carpenter or industry. The blade of the machine has a speed of retraction of 2 milliseconds.
Once activated the security system, it will automatically reset and the machine will return to
operating in two minutes. If the system is activated, it means that a hand was saved from injury.
www.griggio.com

The Imal-Pal group is a
world leader in the production and supply of
complete plants, equipment and systems for
the production and processing of particleboard,
Mdf and Osb panels and pressed wood products in general. The latest “Dynasteampress”
generation will be presented at Ligna, which,
through the application of steam, can produce
up to 25 percent more than a standard press
of the same length. Imal will be showcasing
the “Dynasteam” technology, installed in over
60 facilities worldwide, the HI jet for Mdf and
PB lines to reduce resin consumption by over
20 percent, again 60 systems installed to date,

Hall 25, stand B14

OMMA
HIGHLIGHTS AT LIGNA
Since almost 40 years, Omma is a leading manufacturer
of rolls application machinery, including in its range of
top quality level a series of different solutions regarding
cleaning, gluing, finishing, laminating and protection of
flat surfaces.
Ligna is the most important European possibility for showing to our potential customers worldwide our new proposals, the last process innovations and technical improvements of the standard production.
Omma will exhibit a demonstrating Hot Melt Pur gluing
line, highly suitable for HI-Gloss finishing with thin thickness, from sheets or from reels, complete with cleaning
systems and transversal automatic cut.
More specifically, will be possible to see at work “Spx”,
transversal brushing unit; “Hgs_Rc”, heated rolls coater
for “mirror finishing” glue application;

“HGS_Reverse”.

Moreover, the cleaning and coupling system for sheet
materials; cleaning and coupling system for materials
from reel; “Xpr”, coupler/roller press; “X-Cut”, automatic
transversal cut.
Will be also present the laminators with automatic cut
“Pro-J” and “Pro-J_TF” always more requested to
protect flat surfaces (wood, metal, plastic materials,
glass, etc) using self-adhesive plastic films.

“PRO-J”.

Omma stand will be completed with traditional glue
spreaders for water base adhesives, integrated with
glue feeding and cooling automatic devices.
www.omma.com

Hall 25, stand B19
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as well as the most extensive
range of quality control equipment,
including the new “Fbc200” for
100 percent panel blister and
bond control. Pal will be exhibiting
the “Cyclops”, an optical spectrographic classifier which applies NIR technology to separate contaminants from recycled
wood flow. The sophisticated “Dynapelletpress”
for processing pellets from up to 12 t/h of softwood will be on show for the pellet industry.
Globus will be showcasing the fourth generation
of the “Src 14.690” knife ring flaker and the
latest version of the “Msg” centrifugal mill.
www.imalpal.com
Hall 27, stand G52/G46
Hall 13, stand B13

FOCUS

ligna & interzum
EGGER
SURFACE DESIGNS AND PRODUCT INNOVATIONS IN COLOGNE

GPI
RESEARCH FOR QUALITY
Gpi di Davanzo is specialized in the production
of wooden and metal feet and legs for sofas,
beds and tables, together with the production of
each type of semi-finished product for the furniture
industry. Forty years of experience and technologically advanced tools has permitted to keep on
satisfying the needs of a market, which is constantly
changing. The company produces items in different
dimensions and it is able to supply both little and
large quantities of goods. The aim of the company
is to continuously research and keep the maximum

qualitative standard in the production and finishing
of the wooden items. Gpi avail itself of a lacking
system which is totally composed of water-products, reason why they have gained the "Ecotop
20" reward, as a proof of the best achievable
painting with low environmental impact products.
www.gpidavanzo.it

Hall 8.1, stand D021

RENZO BORGONOVO
“BORGORE 1300/ITI”

Since 1960 the company Renzo
Borgonovo designs and produces machinery that are in the
van of embossing and finishing
of frames and profiles in wood
and Pvc, parquet, doors and
panels. It is also a company
leader in research and development of coating and surface
treatment technology for wood
industry and its components.
The continuous research characterizing the spirit of the company, leads to steady update
Embossing machine model “Borgore 1300/Iti”.
the production range that currently includes more than forty
models to be used singly or in line with other units.
For this special occasion the company would like to point out the new embossing machine
model “Borgore 1300/ITI”. Besides meeting all needs of profiles, frames, furniture components
and panels engraving, currently it is very appreciated in parquet flooring production, enabling to
realize a wide range of finishes. Thanks to the considerable power of the advancing motors and
of the roller holder shaft, this machine has a hot embossing capacity up to 1300 millimetres in
width, on any type of wood.
www.borgonovo.com

Hall 16, stand D20

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Under the motto "Perspectives" new surface designs
and products await an international trade fair audience
at the Egger exhibition stand in Hall 06.01, stand
A070/B 079. Roma Plastik is also part of the modern
and impressive stand, thanks to its shape and design.
As a company within the Egger Group, it makes a significant contribution with its solutions for edges to the
complete range of products on offer. This year's trade
fair motto conveys the possibilities available from Egger
to visitors from all over the world. "Interzum offers us an international stage where we can
present our innovations to the furniture industry, specialist retailers and architects. We see
ourselves as a future-oriented provider of ideas in the areas of design and materials. This year
we will once again set new standards with our products," says Ulrich Bühler, Egger Group Management for Sales and Marketing.
"Surface" firsts
Without revealing too much about what will be on display, there is one thing, that can be
revealed: Everything focuses on innovative, highly refined surfaces and material qualities, which
expertly fuse visual perfection with a tactile feel. The innovations fully subscribe to the current
trend, but also seamlessly fit into the complete range of products, whilst opening up entirely new
possibilities for high-quality furniture and interior design applications.
Of course, Egger “Feelwood” synchronised pore has a fixed spot on this future-oriented path. It
has now turned into a complete Feelwood family and is available in compact laminate, laminate
and matching end grain edging.
The look and feel of real wood is now also available for the first time on the worktop through
“Feelwood Rift ST37” – as a high-gloss. The trends brought to Interzum by Egger become a
tangible and visible experience.
Expert talks in the Piazza
At Interzum 2015, Egger also contributes to the "Materials & Nature" Piazza. In addition, the
talks forum is also enhanced with know-how from the Egger team: "MatchworX - do opposites
really attract?" - Verena Michels Tuesday, 5 May 2015 from 4:30 pm to 5 pm; "The German
Pavilion at the Expo Milann 2015 - wood-based material innovations at the world exhibition“ Hubert Höglauer Wednesday, 6 May 2015 from 3:30 pm to 4 pm; "The perfect finish - the edge
as design element“ – Michael B. Wehmeyer,Friday, 8 May 2015 from 12:30 pm to 1 pm.
www.egger.com

Hall 6.01, stand A70/B79

CASATI MACCHINE
GLUE SPLICING MACHINE “LINEA 1000 PLUS”
In veneer processing the glue splicing is now obtaining great attention thanks to updated technologies. The longitudinal veneer glue splicing machine model “Linea 1000 Plus” by Casati Macchine is the most interesting solution for medium
production companies needing a machine with
integrated gluing device. The sturdy structure
ensures constant performances and reliability.
The veneer feeding is effected by means of precision tracks chain in special plastic material, low
heating conductivity. The speed is stepless adjustable within preset values range.
The integrated gluing device has been designed
to ensure an accurate dosage of glue on the
veneer edge. This device can be easily removed
for cleaning operation.
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This is one of the machines for veneer processing
available in Casati Macchine production range,
including also: veneer splicing machines, glue
and thread; veneer pack guillotine shears, one
and two-knives; cross-cutting guillotines; circular
saws with milling unit; plant for production of
veneer rolls.
www.casatimacchine.com

Hall 16, stand B13
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LUIGI DE VITO: HERE IS SCM GROUP!
Just before Ligna, an update on the biggest Italian group,
and a leading global player, in wood technology. It really looks
like the industrial strategies of recent years are paying back...

A

broad smile that speaks, full of energy in
these intensive weeks. Ligna is behind
the corner, global markets demand utmost
attention and − let’s say it − at Scm Group
there is a lot to do.
So, it’s normal that Luigi De Vito welcomes us
with the desire to tell what has been done, what
is being done and what will be done. And he
goes straight to the point: “I came to Rimini a
couple of years ago, but it’s been such an intensive time that I feel as if I had been here forever!”. Luigi De Vito knows the industry. He
joined the Rimini-based group in 2012, just the
time to settle down and he quickly took up the
role of Machinery Division manager.

THE PAST
“This economic period has also had positive
effects”, he said. “First of all, we have become
more aware of the value of our customers,
from every point of view, and the importance of
everything we do for them, from product to distribution, up to the value our technology helps
generate.
We too, like our customers, have been working
on cash flows in these years, on cost optimization,
on continuous technology improvement; such
changes have made us stronger. At the beginning
of 2014 we completed the industrial plan that
Scm Group had launched several years ago
and carried on with consistency and courage,
thinking in the medium and long term: we have
reorganized production and markets, taken
major technological steps to expand our range
of midrange and high-end working centers, edgebanders and panel saws, completed the
range of Dmc sanding machines and further
expanded the portfolio of dedicated technology
for surface “treatment”, an excellence of our
group I want to highlight.
We are now ready to face a new expansion
cycle making real investments for customers.
In detail, I can tell your readers that Scm Group
has strengthened its market leadership and
has grown further and very profitably; the medium-high range of cells and lines for big customers has been consolidated; we had excellent feedback from the finishing business
with the Superfici brand, recording 70 percent
growth in this segment.
Deep expertise in every process, providing customers with the most advanced lines as well
as conventional technology has recently enabled
us to win a big order, worth 15 million Euro,
from a big Chinese industrial group. Turnkey
plants – high-automation lines but also traditional
machinery – installed in three manufacturing
sites, one for furniture production, one for hollow-core door production and one for painting
operations.
I would also like to add that window machining
centers are bringing great satisfaction beyond
the “usual” markets, especially in China, where

we have closed a major order that actually
makes us a reference partner for this technology
in this market, a very important customer reference for us, that will drive our future growth.
We are still the second player in the American
market, one of the most important in the world,
where we have achieved 40 percent growth
with machining centers and finishing, and good
results with different materials from wood".
THE FUTURE
“That's what has happened so far”, continues
the di Scm Group Machinery Division manager.
“Let’s come to the future now, to our future
plans. First, the market: we will increase our investments in regions that are getting more and
more important, without overlooking the marketplaces where we have always been recognized as leaders.
In Russia we have the best distribution network;
in Brazil we have 90 agents that cover all the
regions of that huge country. I won’t deny we
have a big interest in the Middle East, where
we have new offices in Dubai, and in SouthEast Asia, with a new subsidiary in Malaysia.
We are also strengthening our solid organization
in North America with a new showroom and logistic center on the West Coast, to deliver ef-

fective products and services in a region where
we generate most Scm Group revenues in the
Usa. We are closing a major partnership in Austria, a top destination for our portfolio of handicraft machines, a business where we are leaders in Europe and around the world in terms
of volumes, quality and value. Austria is important
also for technology for the production of timber
houses, an industry where we expect interesting
growth rates, up to 10 percent. We acquired significant customers quite some time ago, industrial organizations who need a supplier of suitable “size”. We believe that in the wood construction business, the presence of a big group
is a strong added value. I do believe that, with
Routech and the working center “Oikos” first of
all, we will provide this market with very, very
attractive solutions…”.
And what about “other materials”?
“Today we can guide our customers through
the selection of the most suitable configuration
to process plastics, composites, lightweight
materials for high-tech industries and constructions. It's a major business, where we are doing
well with some of our brands; I am referring to
Celaschi, an established leader in the processing
of polyurethane and cement fiber.
Last year we delivered a major Celaschi order
to Australia, a two-million-Euro plant for cement
fiber. Polyurethane is equally interesting and
dynamic, without forgetting metalworking that
involves Dmc and its capacity to process surfaces made of other materials than wood and
wood-based materials.
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Luigi De Vito.

In the United States we have set up a dedicated
organization and team for plastic sheet processing, which is now developing a sales
network to approach that market as specialists”.
What about big plants?
“We have a number of valuable customer references for which we are implementing special
programs. There are a few very specific projects:
I mean customers who are not only looking for
innovative products, but for suppliers that bring
innovation in every aspect of their business, including customer relationships, communications,
service, process organization.
In this kind of relationships, Scm Group has
one additional trump against competitors: our
group offers specialists and all-round expertise
in woodworking and beyond; our technological
integration enables us to manage production
processes successfully, meeting every requirement, no matter how complex or diversified, in
a flawless way.
We are one-stop partners for customers, this
translates into shorter cycle time, smooth relationships, constant development of know-how.
Solid warranties for those who make massive
production investments”.
You mentioned the communication topic...
“Communication is another activity that is becoming more and more important”, De Vito
says. “Communicating means being in the places where our customers live: not only exhibitions, magazines or printed media, but also
web, social media, forums, where our customers
inform themselves and increasingly open and
close deals, with more and more people negotiating, buying, selling...
We will have to be innovative and pay attention
to this as well, generate technology for sales
and purchase platforms that are really easy
and safe to use.
The Internet is the place where you communicate,
exchange information and also identify the value
of the product you are talking about. I repeat,
you must be vigilant and consistent, identify
the world regions where this is a "strong" and
essential vehicle, creating clear and selective
messages, a web marketing action that helps
us bind the customer to us. This is our way of
“changing skin”, it's the area we are investing
in, our new direction to build an organization
that assigns great value to people: on one side
product and process specialists, on the other
people with a deep knowledge of many markets
and customers around the world. An all-new vision is our goal: we have tools, instruments,
passion to give the market what it demands.
With a big strength that distinguishes us, namely
a sense of belonging, not only from a technological standpoint: we believe in what our group
has to offer, in the technology we can transfer
to our customers, in the know-how and knowledge we propose!”.
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We must add you are the only
ones with such a wide portfolio:
how are you managing it in this
changing scenario?
“The portfolio is wide because
our customers need many technologies for their production processes. Our aim and our plus is
the capacity to master the entire
process, with our specializing
brands and specialists.
By focusing attention on each
specific technology, we can understand what we have to do, address our efforts and investments
according to clear priorities. We have a full
overview of our business, however complex
and articulated: we know where to act and
how. All Scm Group companies have a distinctive
dna and we have to highlight their value as part
of a team, of Scm Group. Our group is a reliable
partner for customers: it is a synonym for history,
popularity, reliability, recognition, capacity to
meet commitments. Stefani or any other “brand”
represent the capacity to solve specific problems,
providing special technical skills. The size of a
group like Scm, standing behind specialist
brands, creates a winning combination within
a brand strengthening strategy we are carrying
on. We will approach the market as one group
offering industry-specific solutions, from joineries
to big industries. This will be one of our key
priorities: each time we stand in front of a customer, we will be able to give an answer consistent with his specific requirements and process, a solution that guarantees a return on the
investment”.
Mr. De Vito, who will be successful in the future?
What’s the destiny of woodworking technology
suppliers, in your opinion?
“Big industries will look for few selected partners,
fewer and fewer, very strong and able to provide
alternatives. This will be the “high end”, where
customers demand innovation and efficient and
consistent service throughout the lifecycle.
In handicraft and small-medium businesses, the
topics will be not only product innovation, but
also channel innovation, increasingly versatile
machines that can offer new opportunities, enabling vendors to get in touch with customers in a
different and more stimulating way: the first to innovate this specific market segment, those who
will better leverage the new platforms, they will
have a big competitive edge. In my opinion, this
is the area where companies will have to play
most of their trumps in emerging markets. My
final consideration is that I expect more selection:
the industry is growing, but it will be more
selective and someone will be left behind...”

“Innovation and quality will be the two pillars
of success”, De Vito says. “It’s up to us to be
able to respond to and constantly improve the
process of our customer. We have to understand
and develop, we are “market people”, meaning
that we constantly interpret our customers’ requirements, but we are also great manufacturers.
The solidity of our manufacturing process means
quality; the strength of our sales and product
development operations means innovation, and
the combination of both...”.
by Luca Rossetti ■

www.scmgroup.com

Hall 25, stand C76
Hall 11, stand D62
Hall 15, stand E36
Hall 16, stand D03
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WINTERSTEIGER
INNOVATIONS AT THE LIGNA
The special machine manufacturer Wintersteiger
will be presenting its entire product range at the
Ligna from 11th to 15th May in Hannover, Germany.
In addition, the company will be introducing two
of its innovations for the first time worldwide at
stand E48 in hall 12.
The world's leading trade fair for the forestry and
wood industries provides the right backdrop for
both premiers. Firstly, for the new “Dsb Compact
310” thin-cutting band saw: this machine is Wintersteiger's offer for getting started with thincutting.
And secondly for the new “Banso X-Cut” bandsaw blade that Wintersteiger has developed:
the saw blade with blade widths from 27 – 55
mm convinces with a significantly longer service

life in comparison to toothtip hardened saw blades
and therefore provides an
enormous increase in efficiency.
As a comprehensive supplier of machines, tools and
application expertise, Wintersteiger will be demonstrating its entire range of service. In the area of
timber repair and cosmetics, the team will be
presenting the “Trc” product line with the fully automatic “Trc 3000+” and the “Trc-M” easy entry
model. The thin-cutting band saws will be represented by the “Dsb Twinhead Ng Xm” and the
“Dsb Singlehead 660”. In the area of thin cutting
frame saws, Wintersteiger will be showcasing the
“Dsg Notum”. Carbide-tipped and Stellite® saw
blades, developed and manufactured by Winter-

steiger, will be rounding up
its exhibit program. The automation specialist Vap,
which is a member of the
Wintersteiger group, will be
providing information about
customer-specific system
solutions.
Wintersteiger is known for
advanced thin-cutting technology that is used
worldwide in the production of lamellas. The thin
kerf, highest accuracy, a surface to glue and processing the lamellas without additional steps are
key benefits for users. Wintersteiger thin-cutting
solutions for wood are used in the production of
lamellas starting with 1.5 mm thickness. Among
the customers are manufacturers of engineered
flooring, doors and windows, multi-layer boards,
pencils, musical instruments, etc.

The product line includes thin-cutting frame saws
and thin-cutting band saws including upstream
and downstream processing, blade sharpening
machines, carbide and Stellite® saw blades, and
technologies for gluing and pressing. "Timber
Repair and Cosmetics" was added to the Wintersteiger product range following the majority takeover of Vap Gruber Automations GmbH in November 2012.
At the traditional Wintersteiger evening on 12th
May, the thin-cutting specialist will be presenting
all its latest products. In a relaxed atmosphere,
the event provides a unique opportunity to exchange experiences with the Wintersteiger team
and engage in discussions with professionals
from other industries.
www.wintersteiger.com

Hall 12, stand E48

MASTERWOOD
NEW MACHINES ON SHOW
Masterwood will be present at Ligna 2015
where their technical and commercial staff will
be at complete disposal of visitors to give demonstrations on all machines. Here is a short
description of the new machines which will be
exhibited.
As a world premier Masterwood will present
“Project 265”, the "entry level" 5-axis woodworking center. Thanks to the new compact operating
group, “Project 265” ensures top performances.

“Project 265”.

Specially suited for those who need large working
fields (Z. useful 350 mm), high speed machining
(with the "Heavy Duty" electrospindle) and maximum precision, “Project 565 AT” is the top
range: five axes technology and automatic positioning of working tables. A real "work horse"!
Model “Mw 15.38M”, high-end nesting cnc wor-

“Mw 15.38M”.

king center, guarantees top performance! Many
accessories available, such as automatic loading
and unloading, labeling systems, etc. making it
suitable either for "stand alone" processing or
the integration into production lines.
“Project TF10”, the new and highly performing
Cnc throughfeed boring and routing centre, assures an excellent accuracy on machining operations. It's perfectly suited for joiners and
cabinet makers. With its optional automatic loading/unloading system it is a "best seller" even
in the German market!
Then “Mastersoftware”: news in Masterwood’s
wide range of software are “Masterwork”, “Masterwindow”, “Mastercabinet”, “Master AT”,
“Masterwave”, “Master 3D”, “MasterDoor”.
www.masterwood.com

Hall 11, stand D60
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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GALLOPPINI AT EXPO MILANO
WITH ESSETRE TECHNOLOGY
A
over 1,200 square meters Parts
of awaiting
wall, made
up of
to be shipped
larch glulam coming directly
to thefrom
Expo Japan”.
site and a sample

woodworking company like many others,
producing anything needed in the village.
A business handed down through four
generations who, year after year, have transformed
Galloppini Legnami into a dynamic business, following the developments requested by the market.
And very fast!

“My grandfather Franco made the first change”,
said Alberto De Pace who runs the family company
together with his brother Francesco, father Alessandro and mother Brunella Galloppini. “He decided to move to Borgosesia to have more space

of the finished installation.

Congratulations! And how are you going to build
such an important structure?
“With our experience, with our technical and engineering skills and with numerical control technology that enable us to make everything
within short time. We purchased our first working
center many years ago, and it was a turning
point for Galloppini. Now we have many, including
the latest addition, a “Techno Fast” model by

A rendering
of the Japan pavilion
at Expo 2015.

FOCUS

www.galloppinilegnami.it
www.essetre.com

Essetre, which we have purchased for the Japan
pavilion at Expo Milano.
I must say that Essetre engineers immediately
understood what we needed and the tight deadlines we had. They have stood close to us, studying the best toolpaths and modifying the
software to maximize speed, as we are talking
about 20 thousand pieces of wood, and even
shaving few seconds from each piece has helped
us deliver the order in advance!
It’s a very versatile working center: now that the
Japanese order is closed, we are “transforming”
it to use it for its original purpose, namely processing large glulam elements. In our plans, we
can execute most element and beam shaping
operations on this machine, significantly improving
finishing quality”.

“TECHNO FAST” BY ESSETRE

“Techno Fast” is a cnc working centre for
processing beams with dimensions up to
620hx250 mm and unlimited length, using
an automatic process. Its compact dimensions allow easy transportation also in containers and faster and easier installation.
Two multi-function clamps permit to move
and to hold the workpiece inside the working
area, while the unloading occurs thanks to
a pneumatic device onto a series of fix supports integrated on the machine’s structure.

Bark protects the wood and lives with it.

Processing operation
of a structural element on
“Techno Fast” by Essetre.

The working area is provided with one 5axis milling head with double exit motor:
one with a HSK 63F tool connection allowing
automatic tool changing; the other with
flange connection supporting the blade
with 600 mm diameter. The tool holding
magazine has 11 positions.

Holzfreund and Retron prolong the life of wood,
both indoors and outdoors.
Holzfreund water-based cycles, a series of primers and finishes for outdoor use and
Retron water-based two-component cycles, a series of base coats and finishes for household furniture, guarantee

Hall 11, stand F45/1

Holzfreund treatment cycles for external use on doors and windows and Retron treatment cycles for household furniture
have obtained the Catas Quality Award.

Zaniolo CdA - 2.15

and install the first machines, increasing production. My father, born
in the Udine area,
brought his competence
as construction engineer
Alberto De Pace.
and we started to deal
with roofs, houses, constructions in general. In recent years we have
faced the crisis by diversifying our offer, continuing
to deal with everything that relates to wood, except
furniture and windows. We also make strips and
matchboards with custom profiles according to
customer requirements. Now, under the guide of
my brother Francesco who has a degree in engineering, we are approaching not only constructions,
but also big structures, a strategy that has
opened up new opportunities.
For Milan Expo, we won the bid to provide the external facade of the Japan pavilion, a 3D grating
of prefab wood, easy to transport, self-supporting
and installed dry. Designed by architect Atsushi
Kitagawara, it was developed by company Ishimoto Architectural & Engineering Firm Inc.
Our task is to engineer and industrialize this "wall"
made of wooden elements machined so that they
fit into each other. Over twenty thousand pieces
of wood with an 11.5 by 11.5 centimeter section;

moisture resistance, surface hardness, high adhesion and particularly beautiful colour.

Zetagì Srl - Olmo di C. (VI) Italy
Ph. (0)444.228300 - Fax (0)444.228366
info@zetagi.it - www.zetagi.it

indoors
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THE VOCATION OF
LOCATELLI MACCHINE
A long history, a vocation for the construction
of woodworking lathes that soon developed into
something different, special machinery to meet the
demands of niche markets. For instance, baseball bats...

O

ur editorial office received an e-mail with
a clipping from the
daily newspaper La Repubblica, reporting about an Italian companies with a long
tradition in woodworking lathes. Curiosity increased. We
met Fulvia Locatelli in the
headquarters of Locatelli
Macchine, in Almè, a few kilometers from Bergamo: “A
journalist of La Repubblica
spent a holiday in Kentucky,
he visited the museum of Louisville Slugger
(www.slugger.com, editor’s note), one of the
most famous baseball gear producers, and
saw one of our machines for the production
of their famous baseball bats. So he came
back to Italy and visited us to find out about
this story...".
This accident has cast a spotlight on a historical company of our industry, offering
the opportunity to present it also in our magazine.

“The machine was not conceived originally
for baseball bats”, Mrs. Locatelli explains.
“In 2000 we decided to make a machine, a
numerical control lathe, that was to be totally
different from our tradition, from the lathes
that my grandfather built in the Sixties. A
completely new machine, smart, offering
performance in line with times. We launched
it at Xylexpo that year and it was purchased
by one of our customers in Brianza. A few
years later, our American importer told us he
had got a request from probably the most
important baseball bat manufacturer, Louisville Slugger in Louisville, who were
looking for a machine to increase production.
We had the right experience and technology,
applied to our latest machine: with just few
modifications, we were ready to take the
challenge.
The Louisville
Slugger engineers were really satisfied
and they became our customers, and then
many more baFulvia Locatelli.
seball bat ma-

nufacturers adopted a Locatelli machine. Since then,
we have been supplying all
the leading manufacturers:
Rawlings, Carolina Clubs,
Easton Sport, Phoenix Bats,
Rx Sport”.
It’s just a lathe, after all...
“It’s a lathe, though not a
simple one. We analyzed
the product and its features,
and I assure you that it was
not as easy as it seems:
there is much wood to remove, dimensions
must be highly accurate, and most of all,
the item must be perfectly balanced.
Our machine introduced a revolutionary
solution for a woodworking lathe, i.e. the
workpiece is machined by tools located on
both sides. This approach is much more
efficient in terms of removal rates, but most
of all to guarantee a perfectly balanced
action of gouges, so that we eliminate vibration and obtain perfect final products,
accurately balanced. Balancing is an essential requirement for a baseball bat!
Another leading manufacturer asked us to
improve the finishing quality “in the machine”.
We studied the application and decided to
add a controlled axis that performs turning
and sanding operations in one pass”.

“We have designed and built a solution that
responds to very specific requirements, a
flexible and innovative solution that can
handle any process, up to “sophisticated”
operations on wood parts up to 1,600 millimeter length and 300 millimeter diameter,
plus the possibility of additional operations
such as drilling and helical milling. It is a
six-axis machine that can be equipped with
gouges, cutters, sanding aggregates... After
all, finding new solutions to customer requirements is part of our DNA, up to “top” solutions like this machine, which make us a
reference partner for companies looking for
performance, reliability and quality”.
by Luca Rossetti ■

www.locmac.it

Hall 12, stand C01
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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GIARDINA FINISHING
MAURIMACCHINE
“

Ligna 2015 will provide a new opportunity
to show to industry professionals from all
over the world the significant benefits of the
synergy between Giardina Finishing and Maurimacchine. This project is taking us much further
than we could imagine: we are providing hard
evidence of our capacity to give tangible answers, to deliver small and large plants all over
the world that increase the competitiveness of
our customers”. So said Giampiero Mauri, president of Giardina Finishing and Maurimacchine,
commenting upon the participation of both Italian
companies in the big exhibition of the woodworking
and furniture industry.According to tradition, the
320-square-meter stand will have large areas to
meet and dialog with old and new customers,
“...because meeting people and matching their
requirements with our expertise helps us face
and win new challenges”, said Stefano Tibè,
Sales manager, Giardina Finishing.

show how much we are growing, the latest
technological developments we are focusing
on, and our determination to be a global partner,
playing a proactive role with different technology
and application methods. Although the global
economic situation is not as we would like, yet,
this is a good period for us”, Giampiero Mauri
concludes. “We have installed a few major plants
and we have more in the design or testing
phase. Our revenues have reached 15 million
Euro and we expect to grow further in 2015,
because in every negotiation, in every deal

The “New Generation”
spraying robot.

with prospects, we realize we can fight on equal
terms with any competitor, often ensuring results
that make us the preferred choice!”.
Giardina Finishing and Mauri Macchine: two
brands, one global reference for surface treatment. A history of skills, experience, research
and innovation spanning over forty years; constant
commitment to the development and construction
of high-tech solutions, machinery and plants designed together with customers − those who will
use that technology on a daily basis − to provide

FOCUS

the best possible solution, from complex lines to
simple machines. Giardina Finishing has fortyyear experience in coating solutions for Wood,
Glass, Plastic, Metal and Composite: spraying,
roller, curtain, vacuum and other applications.
Mauri Macchine complements Giardina Finishing’s
portfolio with four decades of experience in the
Wood industry, boasting extraordinary competence
in profile coating systems in general. For more
than ten years now, the company has been developing robotized spraying systems for small
batches or “customer orders”, anticipating the
needs of a market increasingly focused on justin-time, tailor-made, extreme customization, effective
and efficient management of smaller and smaller
batches.
www.giardinagroup.com
www.maurimacchine.com

Giardina: Hall 16, stand A12
Maurimacchine: Hall 16, stand A04

“GST Inerplus”.

A major highlight will be the “Gst Inerplus” technology, an application and UV-drying cycle
that delivers excellent surface quality, especially
for “High Gloss” coatings, on “conventional” materials laminated with melamine paper or natural
veneer. The line will be up and running, so that visitors can see all kinds of test runs and ask
Giardina operators for specific demonstrations,
in collaboration with Costa Levigatrici.
The stand will also feature a Giardina Finishing
line for “Hi-gloss” coating, a three-stage process
(paint spreading, flash period and drying) showing
how easy it is to achieve excellent results with
this coating, which is arousing great interest in
many markets.
The “made in Giardina Finishing” lineup will be
completed by the brand new spraying machine
“Dualtech 501”, the flagship of a family renowned
for its excellent performance in lacquer, basecoat
and topcoat applications on any surface. The
version previewed at Ligna is equipped with a
2,000 millimeter wide belt for increased paint recycling, a new air diffusion system to minimize
overspray, and an innovative filtering system. All
of this in a completely new design.
Maurimacchine is displaying the spraying robot
“New generation” for door coating, provided
with a suspension bracket to paint the door automatically on both sides, and another support to
finish panels with water-based coatings and dry
them in a “Mos” oven, another battle-horse by
Giardina installed in the stand.
Within a few square meters, a summary of the solutions that Maurimacchine and Giardina Finishing
can offer, from furniture to constructions. A concise
review of a huge heritage of skills, experience
and know-how, a model of “made in Italy”.
“We will have the pleasure and opportunity to

MILLER S.R.L. - Via Galileo Galilei, 139/A - 35010 San Giorgio in Bosco (PD) ITALY
Tel. +39/049.5996922 / 049.9451814 / 049.9401860 - Fax +39/049.9400683
E-mail: info@millersrl.it - site: www.millersrl.it
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PAUL
CIRCULAR SAW SERIES „Q“
Paul, the South German manufacturer is renowned worldwide
for its machines and systems for
the primary and secondary woodworking industries. Numerous
customers in the solid wood processing industry have trusted in the high quality
of Paul circular sawing machinery for many years.
To improve the high cutting quality, Paul has developed the new series “Q”, featuring a combination of chain bed and roller feed system, combining the benefits of feed rollers (robust, low
maintenance, cost-effective) and chain bed (accurate workpiece guidance). The chain bed takes
over the workpiece guidance ensuring optimum
alignment with the zero line. The feed rollers
provide for optimum workpiece transport.

Thanks to this innovative feed concept the “model Q”
machines achieve
highest quality for
a perfect glue-line
precision cut. In
addition the machine is characterized by a further developed “Maxi”, i.e. “Optirip”
control with touch screen which has proved very
reliable in operation on other machine types.
Specific optimization software is available to minimize waste and so to maximize the profit for the
customer. Features like remote maintenance, software-based machine monitoring or millimeterprecise saw positioning are, of course, standard
at Paul.
www.paul.eu
Hall 12, stand C06

CML ENGINEERING
“TECHNOLOGY MEETS EXPERIENCE”

Cml Engineering srl is the evolution of Cml
srl which, since 1960 manufactures multi-rip
saws, edgers and plants for massive wood.
The company selects suppliers to ensure
high level standards quality and productivity.
The characteristics from distinguishing themselves comes from the slogan “Technology
meets experience” where for over sixty years
of experience ensures continuous research
innovation of our products. More than 6,000
companies have chosen their products which
ensure continuous and constant up-dating.
The production of multi-rip saws/edgers offers
30 different types and the manufacturing
program includes: single spindle multi-rip

saw, edgers, double spindle multi-rip saw,
massive wood plants “keys in hands”, cameras optimization systems, projects and research automatic lines.
Cml Engineering will exhibit in Hannover
Ligna 2015 in Hall 12, stand E28 and their
staff will be pleased to show visitors the
latest news: the edger entry level type
“E350 R”; the edger type “Sca 650 4 Rt700
Telescopic”; the automatic plant for unedged or pre-edged massive boards and
software systems.
www.cml-engineering.it
Hall 12, stand E28

GRASS
TRENDSETTING FUNCTIONAL SOLUTIONS
State-of-the-art design and functionality on the
highest level can be experienced live on the
Grass trade fair stand at interzum. Grass is deploying its multiple award-winning stand design
since it is the perfect way to put the company's
unique products and its brand message over.
The central element of the trade fair presentation
this year offers a platform for two special new
products.
Faithful to the motto "less is more", this successful
partner of the furniture industry develops solutions
with a high degree of movement comfort which
set new benchmarks for living trends. Whether
it's a simple front solution, ultra-thin materials or
effective straightness in a drawer – with Grass
products there emerges a clear and congruent
use of forms which runs consistently from the exterior to the interior of the furniture and provides a
wealth of options for individual design.
The Grass double-wall systems, which have been
tested millions of times already, set a high benchmark for functionality, comfort and quality. And

together with the drawer systems based on the
undermount principle they will continue set the
tone. This diversity allows for new possibilities of
differentiation and segmentation. And in turn this
means genuine added value for the processor
and the furniture industry.
A further highlight being promoted during interzum
is the modular interior fittings system “Tavinea
91”, an holistic ordering system for drawers. “Tavinea 91” is able to produce a great diversity with
a small number of standard elements – and for all
the functionality the optical impact has not been
forgotten. This product also embodies the purist
notion that the number 91 is the calculated ideal
distance in millimetres between the individual ordering elements. “Tavinea 91” turns every drawer
into a small, individualised work of art – whether
in horizontal, vertical or diagonal arrangement.
The diagonal ordering arrangement at an angle
of 45° in particular not only looks good, but it also
offers the ideal ergonomic conditions and the
stowing space needed can be proportioned precisely by means of flexible slide elements.
www.grass.at

Hall 7.1, stand E20/E21
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MACMAZZA
EPISTOLIO

CUTTING SPECIALISTS

ROBOTIC PAINTING LINE

Epistolio – in addition to the proven selflearning robot model “Mrk 6.0”, optimal solution for the painting in series of chairs,
beds, furniture and assembled three-dimensional wooden components – shows to Ligna
a complete high automation plant for painting
curved surfaces and edges stack.: an anthropomorphic robot model “Winsix”, with
high levels of precision and speed, and a 3D
vision system and a conveying system designed and built according to the specific
needs of the customer. The fundamental
characteristic of this type of line is the ability
to work big and small production batches,
consecutively and without any downtime,

managing different colors and alternative
painting/drying cycles, according to the most
modern production logics “Just in Time” and
“Make to Order”. An industrial Pc manage
the entire process, the spray parameters,
the automatic color change of the entire production list, via barcode or with Rf-Id devices.
All robots are equipped with remote connection (also wireless) for assistance and software
updates. This type of robot is also used for
the painting of wooden frames hanged on
an aerial conveyor or panels on rotational
carousels or on paper transport lines.
www.epistolio.com
Hall 12, stand A38

Macmazza forty years'experience dedicated to
horizontal beam saws and turn key automation
projects, after cutting any type/quantity/quality/top
level sizing tolerance for the furniture leading industries, the company specialized also in perfect
cut quality and tolerance for more difficult materials
particularly hard and abrasive as most various
plastic panels, as for solid aluminum and fibercement, for leading companies of electric transformers
or building construction. Recent applications even
in most typical sectors of the solid wood industries,
as turn key projects here represented in 3D to cut
in angle great quantities of Mdf stacks of 150 mm
thickness, to generate and to handle automatically
narrow strips with extreme speedness, accuracy
in tolerance and cut quality for industries of
packing, boxes and mouldings. These customers,

before typical endusers just of multiblades, today
looking for better precision and minimum banana
effect, together with the minimum waste/ scraps
of expensive panels’material, they address
their attention more and more to the top level
beam saws horizontal plants, producing perfectly
cut narrow strips in several trucks per shift, without
any manpower involved, from auto loading/ unloading up to final packing or direct auto feeding
of finishing lines, as for exemple moulding machines.
www.macmazza.it
Hall 11, stand E51

SISTEMI
NEW PRODUCTS ON SHOW
Sistemi specializes in the production of solid
carbide bits, chucks for Cnc routers, bits for automatic boring machines with the Klein brand
and measuring instruments for the furniture industry
presents its new products which will be shown at
Ligna in Hannover: “Tornado” is the new chip
conveyor clamping nut helps both dust and chip
evacuation during nesting and conventional Cnc
routing operations. Easy to assemble directly on
the collet chuck instead of the standard nut, the
new Klein “Tornado” provides a big improvement
of dust evacuation, removing it from the working
piece directly to the centralized extraction system
of the machine.
“Hotblock”: the new thermal shrink collet chucks
are high precision collet chuck which ensure
more precision having less coupling thanks to its
special tight on the shank tool by thermal clamping.
First, the collet tip is heated with a special heater
unit, causing it to expand. The cutter shank is
then inserted, and the collet is cooled to ambient
temperature. This causes the collet to contract
precisely around the cutter shank with a special
eccentricity less than 3 micron: the highest
precision and stability for high performance.
“KleinDIA” is the special Dlc (Diamond like
carbon) surface diamond and anti-friction coating
developed for large-scale production which allows
to solve problems of tool abrasion, chip evacuation
and chemical attack on both panels and solid
wood processing. Plastic and aluminium working
can be effected without coolant.
“KleinOverline” is the new no-noise, extra long
and slim collet chucks are balanced at grade G
2,5 for working at 36.000 Rpm permit you to work
with a 5-axis machine and perform operations in
tight and hard to reach spaces. The new line of
collet chucks is supplied with a special designed
nut with no lengthwise cuts, suitable for machines
at high speed and a remarkable noise decrease
is also achieved.
“Snap System”: with this new software it is extremely simple to upload and recall a tool profile in
Dxf format. Once the profile is recalled it can be
positioned next to the actual tool profile in order to
compare them and their possible differences, with
the possibility to generate reports.
www.sistemiklein.com
Hall 26, stand A53
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BRAINSOFTWARE
VERSATILITY AND COMPLETENESS WITH “SPAZIO3D”

The contemporary panorama of software intended
for the Cad/Cam sector is extremely varied, due
to the different uses to which these applications
can be finalized.
In this context “Spazio3D” presents itself as a
complete and versatile software, able to cover
the full range of market niches related to the furniture industry, from the software on the machine
until the drawing tool and more advanced design.
The main strength is the versatility that characterizes “Spazio3D”. In fact, it has a modular structure
through which it can offer different solutions and
targeted employment sectors as diverse as
joinery, industrial and resale, professional design
and architecture studies. Versatility for “Spazio3D”
also means the ability to adapt and meet the
ever-changing demands of a global market, in-

tegrating design methods and operational conditions which may have profound differences
between them. More than twenty years of experience in Brainsoftware dedicated to these principles has led to the creation of software that is
able to express their full potential both in the individual its different modules that achieve these
mutual integration in “Spazio3D”.
The main tool in the design “Spazio3D” is the Cabinet generator. Completely renovated and updated
in its layout, but especially in its operations and
in the range of features offered, the Cabinet of
“Spazio3D” presents itself as a dynamic and powerful starting point for any designer furniture.
Due to its modular nature it can easily fit everyone's
needs, enabling the creation of furniture from the
hotel complex and articulated. It allows to make
furniture of different shapes, from simple straight
to the corner to the deformed, and to manipulate
them by inserting new features with maximum
freedom. The monitoring of the implementation
of the panels that will make up the Cabinet is assigned to the Cam module. On the software side
it is fully integrated with the Cabinet, which automatically takes care of calculating and place the
work in accordance with user preferences. From
the side of the machine, the Cam module is able
to generate the instructions to check all the
different types of Cnc machines, the flexible structure of “Spazio3D” also ensures easy integration

with new types of machines that are constantly
introduced in the market. Cam module is connected to the Nesting module.
“Spazio3D” proposes itself as complete tool for
the creation of a piece of furniture from its conception and design, through the processing of
individual panel or timber wood, to its assembly.
It has been introduced a powerful new management module, which allows you to control each
stage of the design and manufacture of furniture.
Appealing to the principle of completeness and
versatility that permeates the very nature of “Spazio3D” , it allows you to monitor and modify in
detail the sequence of planned operations, whether they be a single work center that a complete
factory . In order to further improve this management system, Spazio3D is also able to offer the
new management of automatic warehouses.
As already stated on more than one occasion,
accompanied every step of the design and subsequent production the prints module of “Spazio3D”. Powerful and comprehensive, it allows
the generation of all necessary documentation :
drawings, cut lists , estimates, assembly diagrams,
and many others.
www.spazio3d.com

Hall 14, stand K35

CMT UTENSILI
NEW CHROME-COATED BLADES
AND PANEL CUTTER HEADS

GROTEFELD
Cmt Utensili is glad to introduce two innovative
products to fit any odworking needs. The new
low-noise chrome-coated saw blades for cutting
melamine (item numbers 283.680.10M and
283.096.12M) are great for crosscuts. Perfect
finish on both sides of double-sided laminated
panels without using scoring blades.
To be used on radial arm saws, miter saws,
circular saws, table and special saws with 30mm
arbor for cutting solid wood, moldings, melamine,
laminates, veneered plywood, chipboard. Saw
blades are coated with a chrome layer to protect
them against rust and corrosion and guarantee a
longer tool life.
These saw blades feature slots filled with a special
material to reduce vibration and noise during
work. In addition, Cmt Utensili introduces their
new raised panel cutter heads (item numbers
694.012.30, 694.012.35, 694.012.40 and
694.012.50).
Some tool features: hard aluminium alloy body
with high resistance to tensile and yield stress,
two 50x25x2mm tungsten carbide knives, two
cutting tips each, pins for the automatic positioning
of the knives. These tools are for manual feed
and are supplied in a solid plastic box. These
new Cmt cutter heads will allow you to make
classic raised panels on furniture, interior and
cabinet doors. One exceptional tool that will let
you make up 6 different profiles by exploiting
both the included and the optional knives. A
practical and economical solution. For use on
spindle moulders. Ideal on solid wood and panels.
www.cmtutensili.com

Hall 25, stand B71

AGGREGATE NEWS
FOR THE “LIGNA 2015”

Grotefeld presents new drilling aggregate, a
next generation tracing aggregate and a high
speed drilling unit. A long time prime and confident contact to leading machine manufacturers
as well as users in the industry is the basic for
the brand leader positon of the aggregate manufacturer Grotefeld in Espelkamp.
For the upcoming international fair Ligna 2015
in Hanover, the company presents some brand
new product ideas.
The next generation tracing spindle “Gt05-1.1P” is able to trace different working material
due to separate available tracings ring made in
plastic, steel or hard chromed. The tracing
house is sealed and makes the aggregate
nearly maintenance free. 10 mm tracing stroke
grants every working materials tolerance to get

SECAL
A RELIABLE PARTNER

In an increasingly difficult market, the Italian
company Secal has remained faithful to its own
principle to aim for the maximum overall quality,
continuing to offer a high quality product at a competitive price. The thousands of drying kilns installed
all over the world, are the result of a success that
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

traced and provides a precise shape result.
The tracing force is adjustable. With a measuring
scale the tool adjustment becomes correct and
easy doing.
Compressed air holes in the racing ring make
the surface dust free and grant 100 percent
clean working results. The “G19-1.1-B” is a
new drilling aggregate. This aggregate is made
for nesting machines. The aggregate is able to
drill horizontal holes in a distance from 8mm
from the bottom edge.
Right to the Ligna 2015 Grotefeld introduces
the next drilling unit “Hsb”. The “Hsb-series”
is available with fixed spindles for Cnc machines
as well as a drilling unit with single controllable
spindles.The “Hsb” drilling unit is designed
handle hole diameter from Ø 1,0 mm up to Ø 5
mm. The maximum rpm is about 30.000/min.
The application range is for example in doing
acoustic plates.
The aggregates are finally customized, the user
chooses number of spindles and the layout,
drilling picture. With this fair innovation Grotefeld
again demonstrates that they are the brand
leader to provide the right aggregate in highest
quality and the best cost-benefit ratio.
www.grotefeld.com

Hall 26, stand C57

didn’t leave any space and compromise
on quality. The experience is the strong
foundation of the very high quality level
that today features the Secal kilns which
are identified by some distinctive features
that make them unique on the market, for
example, the strong heavy duty structure,
the unique insulation system and, above
all, the advanced control system. Thanks
to the experience gained with clients handling the
most different species, under so different climatic
conditions, Secal has developed solutions tailored
to every single drying problem. The electronic
control system is configurable and expandable,
depending on the needs of the individual customer,
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FAPIL
CNC TOOLING SPECIALISTS
Fapil srl produces for over 55 years cutting tools
and tool solutions for cnc machining for woodworking, plastic and composite materials, with a
network's leading on the national and international
market.
35 percent of the production Fapil is destined to
the Italian market, while 65 percent is exported
through distributors in several markets.
The brand is synonymous with quality Fapil, the
production of every standard and special tools is
calibrated to the needs of the end user. Its innovative approach, with the use of Cad/Cam technology, can meet demands of changing markets.
Strong technical office and production departments
that use highly skilled and technologically advanced
machines, Fapil has technically innovative solutions,
able to satisfy the needs of particular processes.
The considerable experience and high professionalism of Fapil are, along with numerous references, the guarantee of a quality product.
The statement obtained in the national and international level are the result of a strong focus on
the needs of the customer supported by the professional cooperation of its agents can offer continuous assistance.

The production program includes high technology
tools to provide significant economies of tooling
and prolonged levels of tool-life.
The entire production program of Fapil, in addition
to tools for machining centers, also includes a
wide range of tools for traditional machines and
lathes.
The new catalog includes some solutions business
in 2015 working in the sectors of wood processing
industry, is amply illustrated and browsable on
the company website www.fapil.it.
www.fapil.it

Hall 25, stand A25

is characterized by the ease of use, the exclusive
management software and a level of reliability
never achieved before. Some additional "packages"
can be extremely useful for the operator, they also
make the difference between Secal and the rest of
the market. In the after-sale services are always
available Telecontrol and Tele-assistance. The
quality culture in Secal goes beyond the forms
and procedures. It is the way of working, a way of
understanding each phase of the processes of
design, production and sale
www.secalsrl.com

Hall 13, stand D57
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GERA LEUCHTEN
FURNITURE AND ROOMS
WITH AN UNMISTAKABLE AURA

PRIBO
INNOVATIVE MACHINES
AND SOLUTIONS

Pribo in Lardaro, near Trento, has been working
in the national and international business of wood
primary and secondary operation for over 25
years, constantly searching for leading-edge technology solutions that provide the users of Pribo
plants with a competitive edge to achieve their
targets while cutting production costs.
The key to success is the internal organization,
with an engineering and development department
that has enabled the company to generate about
one-fifth of their annual revenues from innovative
machines and solutions.
Innovative lines and products in recent years include: movable head debarkers with fixed log
carriage, fixed head debarkers with movable log
carriage, yard line for log cutting with electronic
positioning, log sorting line, automatic line for
small log processing to make wood wool, slow
grinders for pallets and crates, automatic post
debarking lines, molding machines for logs, posts
and beams, waste and log collecting and grinding
lines, grinding machines, vibrating conveyors,
chip conveyors, chip selection, board sorting
lines. The portfolio also includes immersion tanks
for packs of boards and beams, automatic product
sorting system downstream the log saw with 5060 percent idle time reduction, automatic cutting
line with multiple cutters and trimmer, automatic
butt-end reducers, planing and stacking lines,
stacking equipment for boards and pallet strips,
semi-automatic sorting and stacking line for boards
coming from dryers, machines for shavings for
animal bedding, movable and stationary assembly
benches for block house walls. In the globalization
age, Pribo has closed strategic alliances and
partnerships to complete its portfolio and approach
the market with turnkey plants.
The focus on research and innovation is a distinctive
feature of Pribo: the company stands out from the
crowd with tailor-made products and services.
www.pribo.it
Hall 27, stand D10

Gera Leuchten will be at Interzum in Cologne to
demonstrate how the controlled deployment of
light can have a positive effect on life and work
and to show the power it has to create attractive
furniture and room arrangements. In Hall 4.2,
Stand 031 this manufacturer of Led-based high-

quality lamps and lighting systems will be presenting to furniture manufacturers its innovative
solutions for their use in kitchens, living rooms
nd bathrooms, as well as in offices, the hotel
trade and shops. This year the company is focusing in particular on the design of niches. In the
planning of rooms with or without wall units, the
Gera Leuchten lighting systems serve both to
provide perfect illumination for the working area
and homely design of the room as a whole. We
will be showing indirect, reflecting variants like
the new light board "Gera Lichtbord 100" or
the advanced "Avion" floor lamp as a horizontal
solution, as well as an actively illuminating Led
light wall. With all these systems the user has the
chance to adapt the colour and intensity of the
light to his individual needs. In addition the
lighting systems can, if required, be equipped
with the Gera Scan & Light control technology to
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VOLLMER
LEADING PRECISION, 7 INNOVATIONS
Working to the maxim of "Leading precision",
Vollmer is presenting its portfolio at Ligna. The
German company offers the wood and sawmill
industry grinding and erosion machines for
sharpening circular saws, band and gang saws,
as well as rotary tools. Vollmer will be showcasing
a total of seven innovations: “Cp650”, the new
top/face grinding machine for carbide-tipped
circular saw blades; “Cpf650”, the new side
grinding machine for carbide-tipped circular
saw blades; “Chc840-1300”, new top/face grinding machine for carbide-tipped circular saw
blades; “Chp840-1300”, new top/face grinding
machine for carbide-tipped circular saw blades;
“Chf840-1300”, new side grinding machine
for carbide-tipped circular saw blades and
“Loroch Evolution K 850M”, the new grinding
center for Hss circular saw blades.“Cag 200”
is the new grinding machine for sharpening
gang saws. Moreover high-tecnology solutions
for the machining of Pcd diamond rotary tools
(“Qxd250”) will be showcased to the tools manufacturers as well as for the processing of
solid carbide tools (“V Grind 160”).
www.vollmer-group.com

Hall 13, stand A62
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enable them to correspond not only to one
another but also to daylight. The result is a
perfect light/room atmosphere.
With his minimalistic design, the designer Thomas
Ritt creates a product culture of omitting things –
and with this he is pursuing a clear goal: "With a
simple, timeless and elegantly proportioned
language of forms our lighting systems do not
push themselves to the fore, but lend the manufacturers' furniture an additional creative power."
Visitors to Cologne will be able to see this for
themselves on the spot.
www.gera-leuchten.de

Hall 4.2, Stand 031
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The good results of 2014 and a promising start to
the year allow the Italian company to make Ligna
2015 a “high point” of its strategy.
Salvador continues its efforts to consolidate its
brand internationally, encouraged by an excellent
2014 year (which ended with a double-digit growth)
and a coherent and consistent presence at all the
major international exhibitions.
Once again, Ligna will be a key moment in the life
of the Italian company, which has long been

working to show its best
at Hanover and to review the progresses
achieved with clients,
agents, resellers and
partners of projects that
have come to life in the
past months. Therefore,
the “made in Salvador”
cross-cutting saws and
optimizing saw systems
for wood will be on diSALVADOR
splay in Hall 12 in two
A “SUPER LIGNA” !
neighboring stands
(D70 and D76).
“As always, our customers will be at the center
of our participation at Ligna”, commented Christian
Salvador. “We are not interested in square meters,
new records or sets, but to propose true, real,
effective and aggregated technical solutions, as
well as new ideas that allow us to create machines
that cut wood, but also create greater value. We
do not think of a technology that is an end in
itself, but rather about efficient investments,
which can be quickly amortized, and about con-

tributing to effectively help improve the logistics
and organization of an enterprise.”
“In our now long history we have never wasted
time chasing fantasy revolutions or cover page
prototypes”, continued Salvador. “It is in our
DNA to always be focused on what we know to
be essential for our customers: performance,
solutions, reliability and consistent quality”.
THE HIGHLIGHTS OF LIGNA 2015
Salvador has five watchwords for the next Ligna.
Software. A brand new version for the “Superpush
200”, which will allow anyone to manage it in a
simple and comprehensive manner. Due to the
new software, it will be as easy to use as a smartphone; it will have a website-like graphic and a learning mechanism assisted by images and clear
messages. The import and export of data will be
easier and statistics will be available, which will
immediately provide the actual cost of each job,
right down to each euro cent!
Speed. All Salvador machines can now claim to
have better performances, with a 20-40% increase
in speed and productivity compared to previous
models; always with absolute reliability.

Service. The development of new tools and more
effective technologies has involved the after sales
service as well, which has always been one of the
pluses of Salvador. Due to the new tools, the identification of problems is easier and faster, thus the
intervention and restart of production can be achieved in a very short time.
Sales. A fair and an opportunity for interaction
and business, a place where special conditions
can be proposed, which arise from the opportunity
of speaking to each other while sitting at the same
table, exchanging ideas and values. Salvador considers the persons, the dialogue and the direct
comparison to be values that come before everything
else.
Solutions. The fifth and final watchword indicates
a set of new solutions for the management of everything that comes before and after the cutting:
new loaders and independent cells, recognition
systems, marking, labeling and much more.
www.salvadormachines.com

Hall 12, stand D70-D76

BUERKLE
HÄFELE
MORE LIFE PER SQUARE METRE

Photos: Häfele

Häfele, the international expert for hardware technology and electronic access control systems
will answer the questions regarding the future of
the industry on its Interzum exhibit in hall 7 by
offering innovative solutions and inspiring ideas
for the next furniture generation. With the increasingly high prices of buildings around the
world and the lack of living and working spaces,
clever solutions for a better optimization of
spaces are what customers are asking for. In
Häfele’s world, “More life per square metre”
provides the answer to this challenge. “More
life” means more comfort, convenience and functionality. The innovative hardware technology
by Häfele makes this a possibility.

At Interzum 2015 Häfele is going to prove its expertise in the field of service, development, production and logistics with a wide range of innovation in the areas of sliding doors, flap fittings,
drawer systems, connectors, light and entertainment systems for furniture.
Among the products highlights
at Interzum 2015: new shelf
supports with the popular 3
mm holes, a 10 mm spreading
bolt and a new rail end support
are the highlights in the ixconnect connector product Photos: Häfele
range; in the field of flap fittings,
the comprehensive program covers all movement
types with the “Free” family of products and
the “Duo” and “Maxi” flap fittings; the “Slido”
sliding door fittings renovates by offering four
new flexible sliding system solutions and two
new soft and self closing units; the 3rd generation
of the “Loox” Led lighting system by Häfele will
celebrate a premiere with modular assembly
lights, switches and strip lights.
www.hafele.it

Hall 7, stand B40-E41

LEMI
SYSTEM FOR BASES AND PANTRY UNITS
Lemi proposes one among the various kinds of its
bestseller article, the pull-out system for bases
and pantry units. Here are the strong points
which made its success: the system can be
mounted in all linear cabinets at anytime, even
when the kitchen is already mounted at home.
It is easy to put in, even in bases without the
cabinet top.Installation time is very short, not more
than five minutes.
The door is free, so it does not go out of position
because of the weight loaded on baskets. The exclusive movement of this system and the rectangular

NEW SOLUTIONS FOR LIGNA

"Communication, motivation and openness are our leitmotifs for the Ligna
when it comes to the relationships
with our market partners. These elements are our central themes at this
year's trade fair. They are backed up
by an extensive product range with
new, optimised and proven solutions"
says Buerkle Ceo Juergen Schroeer
ahead of the industry's leading trade
fair in Hanover. The product focus is on system
and plant solutions for wood-based materials and
surface finishing.
The Freudenstadt-based company group has a
long tradition of innovation. "Product development
and plant engineering for the entire product
range are becoming increasingly important. For
this reason, these areas have been optimised
and structurally re-aligned in recent months. At
the same time, we have strengthened and re-organised our sales team," emphasises Olaf
Rohrbeck, Ces at Buerkle.
The clear objective of all measures in the company
group is to maintain and further extend the leading
position of Buerkle in its core areas of system and
plant engineering. Buerkle's market partners will

baskets allow to use completely the space available
in the cabinet.The full extension of all baskets
allows to reach all the stocked products very easlily.
The build quality and the reliability of all components
ensure a real use of this pull-out system for the
whole kitchen life (100,000 operating cycles with
10 kilos loaded on each basket).
Many options are available: from the simple wire
baskets till the elliptical profile and Hpl bottom, so
that to choose the right article for any type of
kitchen is easy.
But we well know that to supply a great product is
not sufficient if there is not a great service too. So,
any article can be managed with customer’s reference, even just one piece a time, and our label
can report the customer’s barcode and reference.
Our delivery time from receipt of order is not more
than four days, with the exception of customized
product.
www.lemi.net

be able to see the first results of this strategy at
the Ligna.
The trade fair presentation in Hanover has the
motto: 'Buerkle 4U'. This motto expresses the
company's high level of service commitment as
well as the special 'Buerkle team spirit' for market
partners. The technical product and service portfolio
will focus on four competency areas: lightweight
construction, press technology for furniture panels
as well as laminating and lacquering technology.
www.buerkle-gmbh.de

Hall 17, stand F19

B&R
SAFETY FOR THE WOOD INDUSTRY

Programmable safety technology is no longer
more expensive than a conventional safety
relay. B&R's new safe I/O modules make programmable safety technology an economical
solution even for woodworking ap-plications
on the smallest scale. Another way B&R can
help its customers deal with cost pressure in
the wood industry is with its compact controllers,
which are designed to save space and optimize
costs. B&R's web terminals (Power Panel TSeries) and terminals featuring an integrated
controller (Power Panel C-Series) are also
perfect for the wood industry. The harsh production environments are no problem thanks
to their IP65 protection. Wood-plastic composites (WPCs) represent a promising market
for the wood industry.
www.br-automation.com

Hall 17, stand G14
Hall 8.1, stand F066
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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LIGNA 2015:
A DATE WITH CEFLA
E
fficiency, flexibility, a wide range of solutions
to solve all coating requirements. This will be
the message by Cefla at their two stands in
halls 12 and 17. To their customers, the group
offers laboratories in Imola, Italy (2,500 square
meters, the world’s largest test/showroom/laboratory
r&d area), Charlotte (1,500 square meters in the
United States) and Suzhou, China, as well as the
Italian Finishing School, created several years
ago to transfer the know-how acquired over 60
years in the coating and painting business.
A huge portfolio of technology will be exhibited at
Ligna. “Mito” is the new dual-arm spraying
machine with air flow control designed for maximum
efficiency, minimum maintenance requirements
and higher paint transfer efficiency. The workpiece
transport system with “Cfb” conveyor offers paint
recycling, long operating life, quick replacement,
no overspray in the lower part of the panel and
perfect coating quality along the edges.
“Easy” is a state-of-the-art product by Cefla, with
patented systems that minimize cleaning and
maintenance requirements, consequently delivering
higher paint application efficiency. The “Cfb” conveyor, both longer and larger, ensures improved
overspray recycling, lower maintenance and cleaning, and superior final quality. The spraying machine exhibited at Ligna will be equipped with
“Flex” cleaning trolley with recycling conveyor,
ideal for coating operations with frequent color
changes.
“iGiotto App” is a six-axis anthropomorphic robot,
ideal for companies looking for flexibility and productivity. The 3D vision system − combined with
Cefla’s proprietary software − acquires the position,
dimensions and shape of panels in transit, automatically generating the spraying paths.

coating” by Henkel and “Inert Coating” by Sorbini
– ensures perfect adhesion and flatness on
painted and laminated melamine panels, with
glossy and matte finishes.

And also, “SmartEdge” by Sorbini, designed for
an easy and flexible pore-filling process on particleboard and Mdf panels. Digital printing with
“Pixart Plot”, Düspohl solutions “RoboWrap”
and “WideWrap” for profile coating and lamination;
“SmartParquet” by Sorbini, ideal for the application
of natural oils and Uv paints, urethane oils and

“Mito”.

conventional waxes, color paints and pigmented
products; “iGiotto” by Falcioni, an anthropomorphic
machine for window coating. ■
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
“iGiotto”.

“iBotic”.

“iBotic” is the state-of-the-art panel spraying technology “made in Cefla”, offering top quality
panel and edge finishing even on complex shapes.
Its sophisticated mechanical concept delivers
accurate axis motion.
The two arms are independent of each other and
can move individually or simultaneously: while
one arm is working, the other can be cleaned
and loaded with a different product.
If both arms carry the same product, they can
work concurrently for increased productivity.
“iBotic” can spray in oscillating mode, ensuring
the highest flexibility combined with the “robot”
mode. The wider “Cfb” conveyor maximized overspray recycling.
With the “Inert Coating Technology” by Sorbini,
Cefla Finishing Group can offer perfect surface
and edge preparation for all panel types (MDF,
HDF, raw chipboard, honeycomb, etc.) with huge
savings for all production resources (30 to 50
percent reduced paint consumption).
At Ligna, Cefla is exhibiting a fully operating line
with “Fusion & Inert Coating Technology”, two
different cycles that will alternatively apply a conventional primer and a UV glue primer using the
“Fusion Coating” system; the latter – combining
two innovative processes such as “Uv hotmelt
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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WORKING TOGETHER

nies, but seven partners who could provide a
full package: panel sawing, edgebanding,
boring, pressing, assembling, tools... we could
face any challenge in the panel processing industry, but someone had not realized that − at
least at the beginning − it was more important
to give than to take as quickly as possible”.

An experience that has left a mark in the history of Italian
woodworking technology, a story that has much more to tell...

A

few years ago, seven Italian companies
decided to stand together, to collaborate,
and founded Hi-Tech Group. We are
talking about them again now, just before Ligna,
because the value of some actions goes beyond
the result. It was a decision that sent out a clear
message to an industry that, still today, is too
distrustful, cannot understand that you have to
work together if you don’t want to be left with
the crumbs, and with few great exceptions, not
be able to express your potential.
“It was a great experience”, says Marco Alberti
of Alberti Engineering (www.albertiengine-

ering.com). “We believed that together we could
give strength to pre-existing relationships, build
a stronger “structure”, increase opportunities
by expanding our offer. Unfortunately, certain
attitudes prevailed, some decisions of single
companies that were not in
the interest of everyone...
We had decided to face
very tough years standing
together, working together,
but without any legal or forMarco
mal merger, just a partnerAlberti
ship, knowing that in the

group there was someone who could make
something different from you and required by
customers. So, we were not just seven compa-

“We were simply collaborating, and later on,
we would have thought about creating a formal
organization”, adds Dario Zanutto of Bi-matic
(www.bi-matic.it). “The top goal was to collect
orders, leverage synergy to make more, so that
all of us could keep growing, each company
with its peculiarities, spirit, personality. We believed and we still believe that it was an excellent
idea, that the right approach was and still is
to do all we can to work together, to circulate
information, to join and share skills, so as to be
competitive with big brands. A project born
from a challenge that others might take today.
The experience is going on: with no logos or
A picture ofsome
the “batch
line born
the collaboration
banners,
of one”
us are
still from
working
together,
between Bi-matic and Alberti Engineering.
as we know that, today more than ever, our
customers are looking for reference partners,
“complete” suppliers, because their priority is
to be more competitive, to produce better,
quicker and at lower costs”.
“Not everyone can delocalize or invest in subsidiaries and extensive sales networks”, says
Marco Alberti. “We are an expression of “made
in Italy”, maybe the most authentic. Our dimensions, our history, what we are enables us to
make excellent products, to select excellent
suppliers, to develop high-quality solutions, at
a price that makes them attracting while ensuring
margins to keep investing and producing. We
pay attention to the product, we make innovation,
we address our markets and our target with the
best we can do. In the past fifteen years, at Alberti, we have realized it was impossible to be
competitive in terms of size, so we focused on
increasing product customization, quality and
service for high-end customers, with an industrial
approach, whereby the key is to solve a manufacturing issue, find a solution you cannot take
from a shelf, but you have to figure it out,
design, build, test and evaluate...
We selected trade partners who could understand our new course and we focused on “engineering”, so we worked alongside with specialist partners to complement our lines, to link
our working centers, our boring machines to
other equipment upstream and downstream, in
order to achieve the best possible result for our
customer. With Bi-matic, for instance, we made
some great experience integrating boring and
edgebanding into one very effective working
cell. A smart solution, very flexible, with high
productivity, but that did not require an investment
for a bit "batch one" plant, an investment that
few can afford".
“We have to take new directions”, adds Zanutto.
“At Bi-matic we have worked intensively to develop a line of edgebanding machines that
really fits into the “entry level” segment; this
does not mean cutting costs on key elements,
such as high-frequency motors, panel feeding
systems or components, but rather making the
most of mechanical engineering and electronics,
in order to achieve more and satisfy the needs
of more customers while securing acceptable
margins. Well, we have sold several tens of
machines since their launch, and demand is
strong, also because we are talking about edgebanding machines that can apply any kind of
edge with no expensive testing; a successful
concept in this period, because it gives a
tangible answer!”.
www.albertiengineering.com
www.bi-matic-it
Alberti: Hall 25, stand B32
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HOMAG GROUP AT LIGNA
A funny picture with two old ladies who win bingo
with number 26, the same as the hall that will host
the German giant at the upcoming exhibition in Hanover.

O

ne thing is for sure: once again, Homag
Group’s presence in Hanover will not go
unnoticed. Not only for size – it is going to
be one of the largest, or the largest, stands – but
also in terms of quality and quantity. As usual,
you will have to find your way among small and
large solutions, easy and complex ones, standalone
solutions for handicraft business and big batchone high-productivity lines, where the two adjectives
are no longer contradictory. And also software,
aggregates, services: at Ligna Homag, has always
been at home and never missed the opportunity
to impress operators from all over the world.

The meeting point is in Hall 26, as mentioned.
That’s where “Homag City” will be set up, a real
town of six thousand square meters where each
“district”, each street, is dedicated to a specific
segment of wood and wood-based material technology. Obviously, there will be squares, places
to meet and network, to exchange opinions and
discuss in depth. Something like sixty machines,
from a fully equipped workshop with just eightysquare-meter footprint to a 100-meter-long fully
automated “superline”. The latter is going to
be one of Homag’s highlights at Ligna 2015: the
world premiere of a huge fully automated line we
are looking forward to discovering.
NETWORKED PRODUCTION
There is more and more talking about "networked
production", “Industry 4.0”, “digital crafting”. Numerical control technology, increasingly powerful
software, enterprise management systems that
can organize production to the smallest detail,
the possibility to develop a project from idea to
reality with few mouse clicks... all these topics
belong to a big revolution that is taking the wood
and furniture industry by storm.
Furniture production has to deal with highly diversified demand, with consumers looking for
houses they can feel as their own, unique, different
from any other. Technology manufacturers must
be able to respond to such demands, developing
technology that can produce all-different elements
in rapid sequence, with shorter cycle time and
lower costs.
Handling a flood of shapes, colors, dimensions,
materials and finishes is a daily challenge. And a
new habit is emerging, i.e. the proactivity and
awareness of consumers who buy furniture directly
from the manufacturer's website, selecting model,
color, composition and a thousand more variants.
All these variants are information that have to be
managed.
And here comes a new challenge, represented
by the concepts of "Industry 4.0", by the integration
between information and its conversion into "knowhow", which means providing everyone with the
product they want, at prices that compare with

mass production. Forward-looking companies are
ready for this scenario. At Homag, they talk about
“networked production”, a system where everything
is connected, a sort of automatic machine where
desires go in and answers come out. At Ligna,
we will see this concept of what the future automated factory might look like.
“INNOVATION CENTRE”
According to tradition, the big stand of the German
group will revolve around the “Innovation Centre”,
the place where latest solutions, ideas and projects
are showcased. This year, partially reviewing
some topics of the 2013 edition, a focus theme
will be energy efficiency, because increasing
productivity, reducing costs and conserving resources are now integral building blocks for those
companies that are looking to the future.
Homag Group responds with the “ecoPlus” package, a suite of technology solutions to make
more and better with a “green” approach. In Ha-

nover we are going to see a pre-melting unit boasting lower energy consumption and up to 30
percent lower compressed air consumption. Big
steps also in suction, definitely one of the most
energy-hungry processes. New methods have
been identified to reduce power requirements by
30 percent while improving results by 25 percent,
achieving a significant reduction of dirt due to
airborne particles. Homag has also focused on
automation, both for small and for big machines,
again to ensure top effectiveness and flexibility.
“PRACTIVE”
Hall 26 will also display
“Practive”, the brand
that gathers solutions
for small and medium
enterprises. Approximately thirty machines will
be exhibited in this area,
including a compact fully-equipped workshop
over an area of 80 square meters, an example
showing that “Industry
4.0” concepts can also
be extended to handicraft businesses.
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

WOODWOP
(qui foto 07 e/0 08) Ligna is showcasing version
“7” of the “woodWOP” programming software
which, among many new functions, offers a completely new method to program tool paths. You
can now select entire surfaces for which the software will automatically calculate all paths.
Designed for the flexible programming of single
3D and special parts, this software is easy to
learn and use, as cad/cam functions are full integrated. An additional modules also enables 3D
surface processing according to the machine
configuration (3, 4 or 5 axes).
The new version offers another
big benefit: if the 3D model
position and shape or the tool
data change, the corresponding machining operations
are identified and highlighted
automatically, so that the operator can modify the program.
This means you don’t need
to re-program operations after
each tool change or when
the model has been smoothed
out: the machines detects the

changes and, with just a mouse click, re-computes
the tool paths.
JURGEN KOEPPEL
Recently we had the opportunity to talk about
Ligna with Juergen Koeppel, Sales and marketing
Director of the German group.

“Ligna is the place to be, the only opportunity
for us and our competitors to exhibit big lines.
The highlight of our stand will be a 100-meterlong line, an evidence of what we can offer to
our customers to integrated different machines and tools
seamlessly.
It is a complete line,
but I want to stress
Juergen
that it is a combination
Koeppel.
of different parts, so
to say. Ligna visitors
should not only consider the line on the whole,
but realize that there are sections and parts that
can be easily integrated into existing processes.
Not only: in this line we have already integrated
robots that replace humans in repetitive or physically stressing tasks. Another topic for discussion…”
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There is much talking about “Industry
4.0” –Koeppel continues – about networking, communication, data flows
among different
components of a
line, an integrated
production system.
A smart system
drives a piece of wood or panel from one stage
to the next, together with the necessary information to execute all operations in the best
way. But mind you: we need data to do something
else. Let me explain better: for some time now,
we have been using a system called “MMRMonitoring and reporting System”. This not
only allows to monitor every single stage of a
process, no matter how complex, but it can
also ensure that production is carried out in the
best possible way. Suppose that a tensile part
or an element is wearing out and might cause
quality issues to finished parts. Well, the supervisory and control system adjusts the line speed,
so that the process continues with no interruption
until the end of the shift or the next work change,
when you can fix the problem without stopping
production".
“We are taking new directions”, Koeppel concludes. “We build machines that can think and
make decisions. Maybe it’s not a revolution, but
it is a new development. Homag Group is carrying on several projects in this direction, as
several manufacturers can make a woodworking
or furniture production machine or line, but the
real challenge is to make them as “smart” as
possible, with efficient software that support
the work of operators.
We want to be innovators, bring new ideas
not only at the high end of the market, but also
in small and medium companies. That’s also
the reason why we decided not to install a
handicraft booth in a different hall, and put all
our technology in hall 26; today more than ever,
you need to see, compare, understand that
there are many solutions that can be used by
anyone, with no limits...".
by Luca Rossetti ■

www.homag-group.com

Hall 26, stand A09-D18
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COLOMBO ANGELO & FIGLI

“BD-SMART” DRILLING MACHINE

THE NEW WORKING CENTRE “AF20L”

Colombo Angelo & Figli presents some new production
lines for windows and doors: “AF40L”, “AF60L” and
“AF100L”. The woodworking centre “AF20L” is the symbol
of the long experience in the development of machines for windows and doors, that guarantee
multiple functions and compact dimensions. The standard version is composed of a bridge
on which is installed an electro-spindle with five axes of high power and rigidity that permit to
work every side of the piece and a working carriage studied to work two pieces at the same
time. According to the needs of the customer, and in order to increase the productivity, it is
possible to install more operator groups or two bridges for a greater umber of groups, and till
four carriages that permit to work eight pieces at the same time.
The tools-changer, the loading and unloading system at two levels, the easy software
complete the centre, to make it functional, efficient and versatile. A solution with a very good
price and a low cost of exercise which don't affect the high standard quality.
www.colomboangelo.com
Hall 11, stand F33

Koch will shows at Ligna the completely revised
“BD-Smart”, a drilling machine for 6-sided processing of straight and rectangular workpieces,
a solution which is particularly of interest to manufacturers of drawers, frame components, profiled
rails or furniture components. The workpieces
are separated in a hopper feed and then led to
the working stations. They are processed in clamped position and transported out of the machine
and onto a workpiece return feed conveyor for
one-man-operation or onto an outfeed for the integration into a production line. The machine is
equipped for horizontal drillings into workpiece
ends (both-sided) and into workpiece edges, as
well as for vertical surface drillings from above
and below. Thus, drilling operations from six sides
are possible.

Drilling machine for 6-sided processing.

For optimal workpiece alignment and processing,
the machine is equipped with a freely movable
workpiece center support with stop and back
stop, as well as a parallel guided clamping bridge,
which ensures that the workpieces are clamped
and held in the correct processing position.
Due to its compact and also sturdy design, the
“BD-Smart” needs only very little floor area and is
is also characterized by quality and accuracy at
the highest level.
www.kochtechnology.de
Hall 26, stand C38

UT.MA
TWO NEW AUTOMATIC GRINDERS

“Lc25E Cnc” automatic grinder for helix
tools and straight cutters has been projected
focus our attention at the machine design
(ergonomic and compact overall dimensions) working flexibility. It allows to sharpening with an easy programming the straight
cutters and the spiral tools.
“LC25E Cnc” is the automatic grinder at
the price of manual tool and cutter grinder

H.M. circular saw grinder model “Al805”
equipped with acoustic probe is able to
grind the face and top geometry of the
teeth in a single automatic cycle. The main
technical aspects are: Face & Top grind in
a single automatic cycle, full enclosed
cabin with ability to run oil coolant, user
friendly touch screen control panel, standard
capacity to grind circular saw blade up diameter 800 mm. On required machine is
able to grind circular saw blade up diameter
1200 mm.

Acoustic probe (option) is able to measure
some saw information and to make the positioning set up automatically without operator intervention.
www.utma.it

Hall 13, stand B71
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time. And we can apply the same solution to
cabinet doors”.

BACCI, SOLID AND MORE...
From chair to furniture, from wood to plastics and metal.
Bacci is approaching the one-hundredth anniversary and keeps running fast.
lmost one hundred years and a strong vocation
for solid wood processing. Two thousand
numerical control machines sold in five
continents from 1996 until now, two strategic sales strategies in China e the United States,
and a bundle of experience – combined with the
capacity to innovate (and renew) – to meet the
new challenges of today’s markets. This is Paolino
Bacci, founded in 1918, over 20 million Euro revenues in 2014 and some sixty employees: an
established leader in the chair industry, in recent
years the company – guided by the last Bacci
generation with brothers Giuseppe, Paolo and
Nino, respectively 38, 35 and 31 – has opened
up the way to the application of “made in Bacci”
technology in different industries, devising a full
portfolio of numerical control working centers with
five or more interpolated axes. Machines that are
highly flexible by definition, designed for unlimited
applications, from chairs to table components,
from doors to furniture elements, as well as
plastics, aluminum and composites. As Giuseppe
Bacci said, the world keeps going. And Bacci is
not willing to stop running, innovative, competing...

A

The hundredth anniversary is approaching...
“…and it’s a great pride for me and my brothers
to lead the company to such an important milestone for our family. We have always held control
of the company since its foundation, with a development plan handed down from father to
son”, Giuseppe Bacci says. “None of us is
going to change this: through the decades, this
approach has proved successful and has promoted the image of a reliable company in a
market that has many customers but also com-

petitors and suppliers. We all focus on serious
behavior that helps us meet specific performance
and technical service parameters, even in a
difficult situation as we have experienced recently,
forcing a necessary review of the basic concept
of “being a business” and identifying new goals.
For us, the major consequence was looking
beyond the traditional solid wood chair business, which is still our vocation. Pursuing new
opportunities we have been able to survive the
years after the crisis, achieving in 2011 the
same revenues as in 2007. Today Bacci supplies
furniture technology, with a strong focus on

Giuseppe Bacci.

the production of elements for doors, which
have represented a significant business for our
expertise in recent years. We also offer machines
for plastic materials and aluminum, a diversification that has helped us increase revenues
in this period. We have also reorganized our
company, paying more attention to costs, but
our new focus is to present a portfolio of flexible
machines, designed for “batch one” production,
handling all-different elements without any tooling
change. An example: in the door business, we
can process all different elements in terms of
width, length and thickness, with zero setup

How have markets responded?
“Our export share has reached 95 percent of
turnover: China, Brazil, United States, Poland,
Bulgaria and Romania are the major destination,
as in those countries solid wood processing is
still predominant. China has been our major
output market for a decade now: we started
selling chair production equipment in 2001,
and in 2006 we opened a local office headed
by one of our engineers, Fabio Gini, with a
team for sales and service speaking the same
language as customers. We have also opened
a subsidiary in the United States, to support
our expansion in that region”.
by Luca Rossetti ■

www.bacci.com
Hall 12, stand D46
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NEWS AT LIGNA

Artist.Jet”.

“Artist.Jet” is the new 6-axis working center
with gantry construction, equipped with
two automatic loading units and two independent worktables “Tgv” (Bacci patent),
featuring removable “jig-less” front pressure
bars. The loading units can be moved
aside for manual workpiece loading, offering
increased flexibility.
“Evojet.Liner” is a working center for “batch
one” window production. A highly flexible
solution with single-piece automatic parametric programming, automatic setup in
hidden time, simultaneous machining of
one piece with two operating heads, multispindle operating units and automatic twolevel loading/unloading system with buffers.

FOCUS
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“Evojet.Liner”.
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PESSA
SPECIALIST IN FLAKING AND CHIPPING LINES

Pessa Impianti srl designs and manufactures machinery and
plants for the primary working of wood and preparation of flakes,
chips and fiber, mainly used in the Wbp, Mdf, Osb industry. It
supplies a wide range of systems and equipments with complementary functions to improve their performance and for the complete automation of the lines.
It is a reliable partner to face and work out the realization of new
lines and machinery but also for the up-grading of existing
plants to meet changing production needs.
A consolidated experience of more than 50 years is a real
gurantee for customers who can also count on a reconditioning
service of the part subject to heavy wear as cutterheads, rotors
and impellers, that assure high efficiency and top performance
of the machines.
A particular remark on the universal discontinous flakers, reliable

machines with extraordinary performances, designed to comply
with different production requirements and able to produce
good quality calibrated flat flakes and OSB strands with superior
mechanic characteristics.
Their high performances allow to eliminate working shifts with
consequent reduction of the plant basis cost: one only machine
is able to produce flat flakes already suitable to the final use.
That means reduced manpower, reduced maintenance costs,
less energy consumption.
The chipping lines have not a secondary importance since represent the alternative to a poor availability of the raw materials;
they allow the recovery of wooden wastes that can be reintroduced
in the production of value-added composite materials in form of
fiber and micro particles or used as alternative source of energy.
The production range includes wood shaving machines type

“PL” for zootechny field, designed for animal bedding soft
flakes production, qualified for animal comfort and obtained
from roundwood. In details, the production includes: machines
for the primary working of wood and recovery of wood wastes
as: discontinuous flakers, drum chippers, wood shaving machines
for animal litters; milling machines and shredders; machines for
particle comminution as: knife ring flakers, hammer mills, refining
mills; systems for wood feeding, handling and storage; extraction,
storage and mixing systems for flakes, chips, sawdust; auxiliary
equipments.
www.pessaimpianti.com

Hall 27, stand G45/1

MAGGI
MAGGI TECHNOLOGY AT LIGNA

“Boring System Evolution 1000” by Maggi is
the Cnc working center, panel feeding in a cycle
or back to the operator, boring from underneath.
Innovative horizontal-boring system which
ensures the perfect matching of panels even
though their surface is not perfectly flat as the
panel is effectively and steadily clamped on "a
real" large and strong air-floatation table
(1.200x400mm front and rear) while holes are
drilled by a tool moving inside the panel itself.
Multi-spindle boring-head with 11 vertical spindles, 4 horizontal spindles, 1 horizontal spindle
for 4th side,1 grooving saw and 1 electrospindle
(24.000 t/min - 3,3 kW).
It can process wooden panels of almost any
length (X axis) 300mm to infinity, width between
120 and 1.020 mm (Y axis) thickness between
8 e 50 mm ( asse Z). Three are the reference
points: mechanical reference stop controlled
by software, also called "zero point", manual reference stop with digital read-out display, laser
sensor controlled by software. Panel feeding
thanks to a well-dimensioned clamping unit (fielded panels up to 70 Kg weight).
Operative System: Windows XP Embedded and
Cnc System for automation “Ilenia” Cad-Cam,
high-quality and reliability, easy-to-use. Automatic
lubrication of Y/Z axes
The “Edging System 3/50” is the automatic
edge-banding machine for straight panels up
to 50 mm thickness. Suited to work with Abs,
melamine edging tapes (up to 3 mm thickness)
and with wood strips (up to 2mm thickness).
Compact and accurate to the last detail, with
touch-screen control panel, Eco system for considerable energy saving. Gluing unit is rounded
with quick emptying system. End-cutting unit
equipped with 2 Hss tilting guillotine shears
and blowers to remove edge residues.
Double-edge trimming unit with 2 independent
high-speed motors, copiers discs assembled
on ball bearings. Interchangeable universal Z4
milling cutters with carbide double sharpened
inserts. Quick disassembly of the tool-holders
for easy replacement of cutting inserts.With the
“Mill System tools can be used on both sides to
last twice as long.
www.maggi-technology.com

Hall14, stand G24
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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INNOVATION AND INTEGRATION

COMEC GROUP

“WOODPECKER JUST”

“FRONTAL” SERIES WORKING CENTERS
2015 opens for Lesta srl in the name of innovation
and integration. With successful installations
made in previous years, Lesta team has been
able to strongly invest in research and development tasks that led to the presentation of new
solutions in the field of vision and recognition of
the parts to be painted, to the integration of its
painting robots with other systems for the com-

plete management of the production data, as
well as to the development of cutting edge software to control in a simple and immediate commercial robots.
Controlling commercial robots id a key point:
thanks to interfacing via EtherCat bus, the new
Lesta electrical control cabinets can control,
with the usual and optimized touchscreen interface already seen on the Lesta “LeCRob” software, commercial robots for industrial painting
applications. This software allows offline painting
programs creation and i twill be used in future
installations already planned in the field of wood
coating.
Among the other new software products, which
enrich the range offered by Lesta srl, we find:
Lesta ProductionAnalyzer, the new software to
analyze the production data of your coating
plant. With Lesta ProductionAnalyzer you can
easily aggregate production data and have a
clear picture of paint consumption, robots efficiencys and production times. All datas can be
aggregated by robot or product code. The data
obtained with Lesta ProductionAnalyzer can be
saved in clear,
detailed and
fully customizable PDF reports. Lesta
ProductionAnalyzer is integrated with
the Lesta “LeCRob” robot
control software and can
be used on
both the robot
Plc or comfortably on another terminal
(also offline).
Lesta ProductionAnalyzer can be easily customized according
to the needs of the specific painting plant.
Lesta SmartApp is the new software to monitor
your Lesta painting robots. With Lesta SmartApp
you can easily get a real-time overview of the
status of the painting robot and read informations
concerning production logs and statistics. Lesta
SmartAPP is cross-platform and can be opened
by mobile phones, tablets and computers. All
Lesta’s “LeCRob” and “LeCRob Eco” control
cabinets can come with pre-configured Lesta
SmartAPP. Lesta SmartApp provides status information and statistics on production, but can
be quickly updated and expanded with new
custom fields to meet the needs of customers.
www.lesta.it

The “Frontal” series working centers manufactured by Comec Group are dedicated to the processing of elements with long shape made
of solid wood, Mdf, particle board and similar materials; they find their main uses in the production of drawers, furniture elements, furniture doors, sofas frames, doors and windows,
etc. The modular construction permits the personalization according to the specific needs
of the customers: it can be equipped with cutting units to measure, drilling units for up to 6
sides of the piece, mortising, milling, tenoning, as well as special units upon request, etc.
The optimal units’ positioning on more working stations permits to carry out at the same time
more different operations which, otherwise, would collide against each other: this gives the
possibility of high hourly productions even with pieces requiring numerous workings.
“Frontal Basic”: versions mainly indicated for the production of medium/big batches.
“Frontal Cn”: versions equipped with one or more numerically controlled units, which
guarantee wide flexibility even with high hourly productions.
www.comecgroup.it
Hall 12, stand B42
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“Woodpecker Just” is an innovative woodworking
center manufactured by Saomad, ideal for craftsmen and wood industries who wish to work in
an economical and flexible way. Configured for
the production of doors and windows, it can produce from 12 up to 15 windows per day with the
aid of only one operator, with high processing
speed and extreme precision. The main advantages are: space and energy saving, job orders
execution in complete autonomy, large number
of tools always available, not required skilled
staff. Managed by a software specially designed
by Saomad, it controls its functions with extraordinary precision and can connect with the
Cad/Cam systems for windows designing.
www.saomad.com
Hall 12, stand D79
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3INGLE SIDED EDGE AND PROlLE SANDING MACHINE

,OADER n 5NLOADERS FOR PROlLE

$OUBLE SIDED EDGE SANDING MACHINE

4OP AND BOTTOM CALIBRATING MACHINES WITH

!UTOMATIC PROlLE SANDING POLISHING MACHINE

PLANERHEADS AND WIDE BELTS  MM

%DGE BUFlNG MACHINE

$OOR AND ANGLE PROlLE GLUING MACHINE

-ACHINES FOR PANEL EDGES FOILING

$OUBLE END PROlLE CUTTING MACHINE

Hall 17, stand D73
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ICA GROUP
IMPORTANT NEWS AT LIGNA

At Ligna Ica Group will be unveiling some major innovations in terms
of coatings and colors. With a view to aligning its offering even more
fully with the latest, various style trends for the finishing of furniture, Ica
Group will present new colors and effects, grouping them into themed
areas: material-like effects, luxury furnishings and contract.
Ica Group, then, has come up with technical solutions
and creative ideas targeted at these types of furniture,
ranging from top coats that are beautiful to look at and
to touch, through captivating special effects, all the way
to coating cycles that guarantee the compliance of the
coated piece with the main fire-retardancy regulations.
Ica has been developing wood-coating products with
low levels of environmental impact for more than two
decades, and so can leverage a great deal of practical
experience, allowing it to select the most appropriate

raw materials and formulations for the intended use. About this theme
at Ligna the company will present the “Supercare” range, which is
composed of top coats with high levels of chemical-physical resistance
and extremely low Voc content. The technologically advanced
Supercare range, which encompasses both transparent and pigmented
coatings, is available in various configurations:
water-based bicomponent, water-based UV and
high solid content UV. The range has been designed to meet an array of different requirements,
even taking in different application technologies,
since the range contains products for spray
and roller application.
www.icaspa.com
Hall 17, stand D06

PAGNONI IMPIANTI
EMBOSSED IN REGISTER
FOR HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATES

As a natural evolution of the synchro pore technology (Eir) for the short cycle lamination of
the wood-based panels, the market is now requesting the introduction of the same process
in the Hpl field in order to manufacture coordinated products.
Thanks to its proven experience in high pressure
laminates and short-cycle lamination sectors
Pagnoni Impianti offers bivalent press lines,
able to combine the production needs of embossed synchronous pore lamination with the
production of Hpl laminates having identical
appearance for a complete high quality product,
dedicated to the furniture industry.
Pagnoni covers the whole range of “Scl“ production: lines designed for larger output (180
cycles/hour) as well as cheaper, turn-key lines
“Selecta” of lower capacity, more flexible and
easy to use, but conceived according to the
best European constructive standards.
The wide range of machines is capable to meet
any customer’s requirement: complete lines for
short-cycle lamination, for Hpl laminates with
hot/cold cycle and any kind of lines for production
of wood based panel, such as Mdf, particleboard,
Osb, plywood, HB, wood/cement boards and
low density insulating boards.

Pagnoni is able to supply a complete assistance,
including assembly, start-up of the line and personnel training.
The customers can benefit from Pagnoni’s knowhow being constantly updated on any innovative
development engineered by Pagnoni’s technical
office.
Pagnoni offers customers world-class spare
parts and service support, also for revamping
of existing plants, with overhauling or new supply
of press plates or new components such as hydraulic stations, thermal units and new electronic
control equipment.
For example, the proposal to include a cooling
press after the main hot press in a “Scl” line,
where the cooling of boards before stacking is
often required, has been a great success.
The contact of the very hot board surfaces with
the cold chromed press plates, not only allows
a quick temperature lowering but it also creates
a thermal shock, which is very important in the
super gloss production.
www.pagnoni.com

Hall 27, stand G56
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A DROP OF GLUE
IS WORTH MORE...

T

his was a saying that apprentices in old
joinery workshops in Italy heard over and
over. We like to think that the same litany,
not so appreciated by youngsters, drove Ugo
Pizzi to invent something different. So he founded
Pizzi spa in 1958 at Borgosesia. A wonderful region, often underestimated, full of small and medium business, creativity, know-how. Pizzi started
off with furniture, a success story, a production
with high quality and quantity standards. The
need to make more and faster suggested him the
idea that glue application could be solved in a
different way, applying it in the right spots and
most of all in the right quantity.
And so, next to the furniture workshop, began the story of Pizzi
Divisione Officine, specializing
in the design and construction
of wood gluing machinery and Umberto
Pizzi.
technology, pumps and application systems that, year after
year, became more and more sophisticated, effective, accurate, tailored to all types of applications,
wherever you have two pieces of wood to be assembled.

the best numerical control centers.
I don’t want to be over presumptuous, but with our history, with
our furniture making experience
− hence as users of the same equipment as our
customers − and with the product range and
quality standard we offer, we can say we are a
global reference. It’s a “small" product, maybe,
but it has taken our brand into an endless number
of companies around the world. We export over
90 percent of the systems we make, mostly to

An aerial view and the entrance of Pizzi at Borgosesia (Vercelli).

Europe. We are recording increasing attention
from the United States, Canada, the Middle East,
especially in recent years...
Our gluing solutions can be easily integrated
into any type of machine or line, starting from
window, stair, bottle crates, children bed or garden
furniture processing lines; or they can be installed

“We come from furniture, we were born with furniture”, remembers Umberto Pizzi, the founder’s
son and now head of the company. “The furniture
business still brings great satisfaction, but increasing success in the glue application business,
combined with deep changes in the furniture
world, has changed our vision. Today we only
make quality furniture for the high end of the
market, for those who do not want products you
can find anywhere. We have specialized, we
have expanded production to office and kitchen
furniture, whereby we are considering to expand
the latter even further".
And what about glue?
“Our gluing systems prove that a successful
idea is enough to boost the growth of a company.
Today we make a wide range of equipment for
all types of glues and applications: nozzles,
heads and gluing aggregates that, combined
with our systems and our glue dispensers, make
gluing a simple, fast, accurate, clean and effective
process.
Very useful equipment, used by virtually anyone,
also because they require a limited investment.
Our portfolio includes three product lines, according to the target,
for vinyl, neoprene, ureic and polyurethane glues”,
Pizzi continues.
“We have basic
manual solutions,
The gluing machine
but our key
for windows “M37T2”.
strength is the offer of standard
solutions tailored to customer needs, from extrusion and application systems under pressure
up to specific machines to be integrated in highvolume lines. We cooperate with big technology
brands and major industrial organizations in the
window, kitchen or stair business… generally for
all applications where glue must be applied into
a small hole or groove. We also happen to manufacture machines for glue application in dowelinserting operations or dovetail joints for drawers.
These are very specific details in a working process, which unfortunately are not taken into due
consideration even by the big groups that use
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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directly downstream of production lines, in
assembling departments, as
“stand alone”
solutions. Two
different ways to
achieve
the
same result, namely optimal
“Series A20”.
gluing. Of course, when a “glue
cycle” is involved, i.e. a dedicated plant to be integrated into a machine, we study the best
solution together with the technology supplier
and we supply all the necessary elements”.
www.pizziofficine.com
Hall 25, stand C61
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STORTI

HOLZMA

size 1 production according to customer specifications. The “Hps 320
flexTec” completes individual cutting processes in mass production
style – without manual handling, extremely fast and efficiently. This is
achieved by fully automated cycles and a revolutionary part transfer
system that is individually tailored to the respective production process
and the material to be cut. The “Hps 320 flexTec” , thanks to intelligent,
fully automatic processes, the world-first is able to reduce the amount
of waste incurred in batch size 1 production quite considerably. Furthermore, optimum use is made of all offcuts; they are automatically reused in the production process. What's more, the new cutting cell has
been specifically designed to cut single panels, making it very energy
efficient from the start. Entirely in line with ecoPlus philosophy, all these
innovative features significantly reduce not only manufacturing costs
but also operational costs, thus ensuring a short payback period for
the saw. The new “Hps 320 flexTec” is able to exploit its potential to the
full when combined with an automatic horizontal storage system.
www.holzma.com

REVOLUTIONIZES THE CUTTING PROCESS

Just a few weeks before Ligna, Holzma
has announced that it will be launching
a world-first in Hanover that will revolutionize the cutting process in orderrelated manufacturing – the “Hps 320
flexTec”. In this smart cutting cell, the
German company has implemented a
concept that takes part transfer in customized production to a completely new
level and allows fully automated processes. This saves time and material, thus
reducing costs. Both in craft businesses and industry, batch size 1 production is experiencing a rapidly increasing demand on the part of
customers, and this is posing major manufacturing challenges for producers. The main cause for this lies in production runs that were
originally designed for maximum efficiency in mass production. With
the new “Hps 320 flexTec”, Holzma has taken a radically different
approach and will be presenting a cutting concept tailored to batch

AND CUTTER LESS THAN  MICRONS
s 6ERY HIGH PRECISION AND HIGH LEVEL PERFORMANCE
s (IGH STRENGTH AND HIGH STIFFNESS OUTPUT
CLAMPING FORCE
s 1UICK INSERTION AND EXTRACTION OF THE CUTTER
s ,ONGER TOOL HOLDER LIFE
s -INOR SPACE REQUIRED
s "EST SOLUTION FOR HIGH SPEED MACHINING

The “Flex 50 M”, the entry level of the “Flex”
range by the company Storti, is the younger
sister of the unbeaten “Flex 60 M”, while maintaining its highest qualities (recognized by so
many customers as the best of its category).
The new mechanical nailing system with single
beam and fixed heads, allows to nail up to 70
strokes per minutes, which means 12 decks for
Euro pallet per minute, essential to be able to
feed with only one deck nailing machine more
than one nailing lines.

Hall 11, stand C06
Hall 15, stand C27
Hall 26, stand B10

Calettamento a caldo - Heat shrink clamping tool system

s %XCELLENT CONCENTRICITY BETWEEN TOOL HOLDER

“FLEX 50 M” AND “CANTER PGS 350”

The electronic adjustment system enables fast
changeovers, to reduce downtimes and then to
focus on production.
The new software, designed to be easier, allows
an intuitive use for all operators.
The “Canter Pgs 350” resaw process has been
designed by Storti to produce a flexible sawmill
with small space requirement and labour reduction. It can run with two cutting configurations.
Log cutting: the two chipping heads automatically
adjust the cutting width according to the log
diameter. The 4/8 sawblades installed on “Canter
Pgs 350” are automatically adjusted too. Final
product is not edged side boards and not edged
central prism. Log cutting with prism resaw:
using the resaw configuration the system produces a stock of not edged central prism and
resaw it. The two chipping heads automatically
adjust the cutting width according to the prism
width in order to produce edged prism. The 4/8
sawblades installed on “Canter Pgs 350” are
automatically adjusted too to produce wood
beams. To complete a flexible sawmill, Storti is
able to supply horizontal and vertical saw (for
central prism and side board/prism) with automatic stacking device.
www.storti.it

Hall 27, stand C06

PRODUCTS
SILAP
“UvQBe”
s%CCELLENTE CONCENTRICITË INFERIORE A  MICRON
s%LEVATISSIMA PRECISIONE E PERFORMANCE
DI ALTO LIVELLO
s'RANDE RESISTENZA E POTENZA DI SERRAGGIO
AD ELEVATA RIGIDITË
s2APIDO INSERIMENTO E ESTRAZIONE DELLUTENSILE
s-AGGIORE DURATA DEL PORTAUTENSILE
s2IDUZIONE AL MINIMO DEGLI INGOMBRI
s)DEALE PER LAVORAZIONI AD ALTE VELOCITË

Parts of your business
Parts of your business

“Uv QBe®“ by Silap is a high performance
product design to supply in an efficient way Uv
lamps used for cure Uv coatings in wood industry.
This model is available in a power range between
10 and 27 kW for water-cooled version, and between 10 and 21 Kw for air-cooled version.
All the products in the “QBe® “family have the
opportunity to monitor continuously the lamp
power, without fixed steps, in order to provide
better performance both in terms of efficiency
and output regulation. Moreover, this aspect is
more emphasized by the internal electronics are
operating at high frequency which results in a
more stable product of many electronic ballasts
on the market. Every company needs a partner
to grow with. To be every day more competitive.
To take advantage in the market. A partner that
knows how to create and develop a continuous
innovation. Silap and his products are that partner.
www.silap.com
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FAIRS

SOME POSITIVE SIGNALS
FOR THE GLOBAL
FURNITURE MARKET

F
The entrance to Salone del Mobile (credits: Courtesy Salone del Mobile.Milano, photo Alessandro Russotti).

“MADE IN ITALY”
DESIGN AT THE HUB
OF THE WORLD
With the 2015 edition of Salone del Mobile, the Italian furniture
industry reaffirmed its international stance and its leadership
in high-end products. China is the top destination,
with the Middle East increasing its strategic relevance.

I

ncreasingly international and with a vocation
to attract the global luxury market. But most
of all, an undisputed reference for international
design, research and innovation, from product
to lifestyle. Between tradition and new developments, this was the profile of the 54th “Salone
del Mobile” held at Fiera Milano in Rho in April,
with the biennial exhibitions “Euroluce” and
“Workplace3.0/SaloneUfficio”, and the traditional
event “SaloneSatellite” for young design talents
and international schools and universities. Covering 18 halls with a total gross exhibition area
of 340 thousand square meters (201,700 net),
the “Salone” was attended by 310,840 visitors,
in line with the 2013 edition. In the two days of
public opening – Saturday and Sunday – 30,881
accesses were recorded.
A positive impact on the final balance is represented by 69 percent of international visitors,
high-profile people with significant spending
capacity, who did not want to miss the date with
the furniture and accessories kermesse. Russia
was on top, while China confirmed its position
of major destination and Germany was the second country in terms of visitors; good attendance
from the Middle East, a strategic region for
Italian furniture trade, with significant flows from
Saudi Arabia, Lebanon and Egypt. Visitors also
increased from the United States, the United
Kingdom and India, which promises to be the
outsider in the next years.
Satisfaction was expressed by Roberto
Snaidero, president of “Salone del Mobile”:
“The data confirms the importance and attractiveness of an event that showcases the very

Salone del Mobile 2015 in Milan (credits: Courtesy Salone
del Mobile.Milano, photo Saverio Lombardi Vallauri).

best of Italian and international furnishing”.
Roberto Snaidero The companies are delighted
with the quality of attendees and the solid business results achieved over the six days of the
fair, thanks to their own commitment and dedication to tackling and overcoming the tough financial situation of the last few years. The
Salone therefore constitutes the first signal of
the forecast recovery”.
The effort to support the internationalization of
the wood-furniture industry keeps yielding results
for “made in Italy” furniture, an industry still
driven by export. According to industry statistics
processed by Centro studi Federlegno Arredo
Eventi/FederlegnoArredo, production revenues
of the furniture macro system (including furniture,
bathroom furniture, lighting and office) decreased
by 2 percent in 2014 versus the previous year,
while export increased by 2.7 percent, resulting
into a positive export/turnover ratio (plus 4.7
percent). Import grew by 9 percent, with a
positive balance by 0.4 percent. Apparent domestic consumption decreased further, down
by 4 percent, just like employment (minus 0.7
percent from 2013) and the number of companies
(minus 1.4 percent).
A new approach to organization, time schedule
and working methods characterized "Workplace3.0", with 127 exhibitors on a 11,500-square-meter surface presenting a kaleidoscope of
innovative solutions to equip and “live” office
spaces. Finally, “SaloneSatellite” was back under
the spotlights, with its 18th edition dedicated to
“Planet Life”, an event involving about 700 designers, including the students of 18 international
design schools and Adi (Italian association for
industrial design) on a 2,865-square-meter area.
The much-coveted “SaloneSatellite Award 2015”
was assigned to the following projects: “Cloud
Series Lamp”, Xuberance Studio, China (first
prize), “Dandelion Mirror”, Scott Haung Kinetic,
Taiwan (second) and “Balance Pendant”, Viktor
Legin, Studio Copper, Australia (third); special
mentions to “Mapuguaquèn Speakers Series”,
Documentary Design (Chile) and “KC1_CLIP
Coat rack”, Out for Space (Germany).
by Olivia Rabbi ■
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ourteenth edition for the seminar about “World
Furniture Outlook”, the report by Csil (Centre
for Industrial Studies) about global furniture
trade, presented in Milan during “Salone del
Mobile” 2015-2016 according to tradition. The
market survey, involving a panel of 70 highly strategic companies in terms of production and sales
potential, highlights the key trends and developments to provide Italian and international operators
with a sort of "compass" to find their way on the
market.
The starting point to understand how furniture
trade is changing is the analysis of global economic trends, with GDP development forecasts
for 2015 and 2016. Based on 2015 figures from
the International Monetary Fund, the Csil report
indicates that, in the current year, global GDP is
expected to increase by 3.5 percent, with a gap
between advanced economies, up by 2.4 percent,
and emerging and developing countries, with
estimated rates at 4.3 percent.
In 2016, the gap is widening further, with forecasts
of substantial immobility for developed countries
and stronger GDP growth in emerging countries
(plus 4.7 percent), giving a total GDP increase by
3.7 percent. If global GDP development forecasts
are correct, global furniture trade should probably
reach a value of 141 billion US dollar in 2015,
after growing progressively from 94 billion in 2009
to 106 billion in 2010, up to 134 billion in 2014. In
terms of economic value, global furniture trade is
expected to increase by 5 percent in 2015 and 6
percent in 2016.

The Csil seminar about “World Furniture Outlook
2015-2016” at Fiera Milano in Rho.

North America, Latin America, the Middle East
and Africa.
Also global furniture consumption is growing.
In 2013, the economic value of furniture demand
amounted to 436 billion US dollar, up by 17 billion
compared to 2012.
Csil forecasts for 2015 see a further significant increase in global demand by 3.4 percent in real
terms. On a global scale, the region that stands
out for furniture demand is Asia-Pacific (with an
expected increase by more than 5 percent),
driven by countries like China and most of all
India, where the key drivers are growing population,
increasing per-capita income and housing development. The ranking continues with the Middle
East and Africa, North America and − far behind
− South America, Western Europe and EasternCentral Europe/Russia. Preliminary 2014 figures
identify the United States, Germany, France, the
United Kingdom and Canada as the top-five furniture importers, while the top-five exporters are
China, Italy, Germany, Poland and Vietnam. After
the critical phase of recession, when most importing
countries had suffered from decreasing demand,
in 2014 the United States, Canada and Germany
reached or exceeded pre-crisis levels, while in
other European countries (the United Kingdom,
for instance) recovery is slower. (o.r.) ■

EXPANDING TRADE
According to Csil 2015 outlook figures, global
furniture production is worth approximately 480
billion US dollar (it was at 450 in 2013, 345 in
2009, which means a 39 percent increase); out of
this value, 30 percent is absorbed by export and
70 percent by domestic consumption in the same
countries where furniture is
produced. The biggest furWORLD FURNITURE PRODUCTION. Current US$ billion
niture manufacturer is China
(over 200 billion US dollar),
followed at a distance by
the United States recording
moderate growth, Germany
(stable), Italy (decreasing)
and India, a country that is
experiencing a period of
strong expansion in several
economic and industrial areas, furniture included. China,
Italy and Germany are also
the leading exporters. From
2009 to 2014, China’s furniSource: Csil.
ture production increased
2014: preliminary estimate.
by 101 percent, followed in
decreasing order by Poland
(plus 48 percent), India (plus
MAJOR FURNITURE PRODUCING COUNTRIES. Current US$ billion
41 percent), Brazil (plus 27
percent), the United States
(plus 10 percent) and Canada (plus 6 percent); negative trend for Italy (down
by 16 percent), France (minus 12 percent) and Japan
(minus 10 percent). At macro region level, Asia-Pacific is the area that recorded the most significant increase in furniture producFonte: Csil.
2014: preliminary estimate.
tion between 2009 and
2014, compared to Europe,
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PARTNERSHIP
Imal-Pal and Acimall together for “Life+” European projects
“Hprs-High Pressure Resination System”
(www.hprsproject.eu) is an innovative solution
designed to minimize the quantity of resin (glue)
in wood-based panels.
“Plastic Killer” (www.plastickiller.eu) is an innovative system to remove all plastic residues from
recycled wood, so that it can be used instead of
virgin wood to make high-quality panels or clean
fuel. The creator of both projects, within the framework of the European program “Life+” for the financing of sustainable, environmental-friendly technology innovation, is the Imal-Pal group, an
Italian leader in the construction of complete panel
production plants, in collaboration with a few partners including Acimall, through its service company Cepra spa.
The innovative “Hprs” solution adopts special nozzles (injectors) provided with a variable diameter
orifice to adjust and control resin pressure while
preserving its high speed, in order to achieve a
quick and even distribution of glue onto the chip
or strand layer. Innovative resin distribution proportional to the surface to be glued also minimizes
waste, ensuring an overall optimization of the
mixing process.
Summing up, by dosing and spreading resin more
efficiently, the “over-spreading” method adopted
in conventional processes compensates for possible
inaccuracies in glue distribution onto the wood
surface, whereby such inaccuracy is inherent in
the process. “Hprs” reduces consumption by 10
to 20 percent, according to panel type and previous

process, with significant savings in terms of costs
and harmful emissions due to formaldehyde contained in the glue. Installation and startup at a
pilot site have given more than satisfactory results.
So far, Mdf panels have been mainly manufactured
using virgin wood and only a small fraction of recycled wood, as the cleaning process requires
several operations and still cannot thoroughly remove all “foreign materials”.
“Plastic Killer” fills this gap, providing totally purified
recycled wood that can be used to make highquality, compliant Mdf panels, more sustainably
and cost-effectively: it has been estimated that up
to 60 percent of production might come from recycled wood. In addition, the wood processed by
“PlasticKiller” is so pure that it can also be used
as biomass for clean energy generation.
With only 58 kilowatt installed power, the plant can
process about 78 cubic meters per hour of wood
wastes, saving approximately 40 trees.
Considering carbon dioxide “trapped” in trees
and released during transport, you get a total reduction of CO2 emissions by approximately 88
equivalent tons each day.
Finally, Plastic Killer, unlike other conventional
plants, uses no water. Cost savings are huge,
estimated at 2,340 Euro per day, or more than 500
thousand Euro annually.
The parameters of the machine and its design
were finalized in 2014. A prototype was built and
installed in early 2015 and the plant will soon be
available for sale. ■

BRIANI S.n.c. di Tiziana Briani & C.
Via Caravaggio 4
20831 Seregno (MB)
Italy
Tel.: +39 0362238233
Fax: +39 0362325297
info@briani.it
www.briani.it

BRIANI

since 1972

MAKOR
Makor opens the “China International Door industry exhibition
On March 20, the inaugural ceremony of the
China International
Door Industry Exhibition 2015 was held, the
national Chinese exhibition dedicated to doors and in particular to
products, accessories
and machines of this
important division.
That ceremony took place in the stand of one of
the largest manufacturers of Chinese doors and
was presided over by Mr. Zhang Guolin, President
of Wood Door and Window Committee, and Vice
Chairman of China Timber & Wood Products Distribution Association. The main topic of this
opening ceremony was that relating to the importance of the environmental and green technology,
extremely up-to-date in the Chinese market and

EGGER
Egger products at Expo 2015

FAIRS
The seventh edition of Sicam

There are now only a few weeks left, until the
Expo in Milan opens. At that time visitors will be
able to see how the German Pavilion at the World
Fair has been designed to incorporate Egger’s
decorative wood-based materials for furniture
and interior design. Commissioned by the Working
Group German Pavilion, Egger has demonstrated
its commitment to sustainability and recycling
through the use of its lightweight “Eurolight”
board, robust laminate flooring, fire-resistant
boards and compact laminate featuring the new
synchronised pore surface in the two restaurants
as well as the Vip lounge of the German Pavilion.
The selected Egger products are installed inside
the German Pavilion on a total surface of 2700
m². The Pavilion exhibition requires 4 kilometres
of “Eurolight” lightweight boards. Egger laminate
flooring is installed in the show area, and the two
restaurants and toilets of the Pavilion are fitted
with Egger compact laminates with new technological surface characteristics.
By investing in new innovative product solutions
for the construction of the Pavilion, Egger was
selected to be an official partner.
At Expo 2015, Germany is presented as an active
and fertile landscape, full of ideas and solutions,
with a new and respectful approach to nature.
The Pavilion provides visitors with a fun and
friendly image of Germany, a “Field of Ideas”.
Expo 2015 is taking place place from 1 May to 31
October 2015, with its theme “Feeding the Planet,
Energy for Life” a total of 20 million visitors are
expected. ■

Sicam 2015 is setting out to be a very interesting
edition with the participation of truly top-quality
international companies. The surface area of the
last edition has already been occupied at midMarch, with over 90 percent of last year’s exhibitors
returning again. The remainder consists of new
exhibitors (the exhibitors list is online on www.exposicam.it).
Recognising Sicam as a leading event at global
level, approximately 500 exhibitors took part in
2014, including 33 percent from abroad, and
over 17,000 professional visitors came, with 37
percent from as many as 95 countries all over the
world: once again, the furniture sector made
Sicam its opportunity to meet both historical and
well-established markets and, above all, the new
emerging markets.
These markets destined to represent some of the
demands of greatest interest in the future are the
focus of the Sicam team’s promotional activities
for the trade fair this year. While Sicam’s presence
at the top trade fair events in the historical markets
is, in a certain way, almost “obligatory”, its attendance was also reconfirmed at trade fairs in
countries like Brazil, India, Iran, Dubai, Mexico
where Sicam is planning to attend ExpoAmpimm
at the end of May, and many other markets.
As always, this all-round promotion is proving to
be very efficient in generating business contacts
for Sicam exhibitors.
“Talking about the ‘design system’, especially
for a country such as Italy,” Carlo Giobbi
explains, “means recognising the widespread
presence of activities, skills, and products that
are identifiable within the economic system.
The use of the ‘design’ resource to build an innovation strategy is, without doubt, a vital
weapon for boosting the capacity of products
offered by every company on the global markets.
The fact that the furniture sector, lying second
in Italy for the number of companies and third
for trade balance, is at an equal standing with
the fashion industry, which is identified with the
‘made in Italy’ label throughout the globe, is
above all thanks to the creative ability that generates Italian furniture and the design which
often sets it apart.”
The appointment is form Tuesday 13th to Friday
16th October 2015 for the seventh edition of
Sicam in Pordenone. ■

EVENTS
Ift Rosenheim partner of Bcc
Ift Rosenheim is another new partner for Bau
Congress China (Bcc), scheduled to take place
in Beijing on 23 and 24 June 2015.
Bcc has attracted another strong partner: ift Rosenheim is an internationally operating testing,
monitoring and certification agency. They conducts
research into and testing of windows, facades,
doors, gates, glass and building materials.
For manufacturers it issues product certification
in line with building supervisory authority requirements and provides expert opinions to private
and business clients. ■
MADE IN ITALY
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especially in the area
of the capital Beijing.
After the intervention of
Mr. Guolin and of the
representative of the related German association, it was the turn of
Makor with Mr. Carlo
Dolciami from Makor
supported by Mr. Yao
Wen Chang of Homag
China. In this speech Mr. Dolciami illustrated the
commitment and the solutions that Makor presents
for finishing process of doors in accordance with
the control requirements of solvent emissions and
those of Green Technology, central subject of the
event.
The ceremony ended with a televised report by a
broadcasting station and with a pleasant party
that has welcomed the many participants. ■
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can be considered the key area for the wood industry. Virtually all companies start business from
here. This is also the region of the "Indiawood"
exhibition in Bangalore.
Skilled labor can be found in the states of Tamil
Nadu and Andra Pradesh; among the most promising areas for the future we can mention Odisha,
Bihar & Madhya Pradesh.

Some pictures taken during the latest “Indiawood”.

“MADE IN INDIA” AND MORE
What is India like, today? What does it represent?
A really mature market for furniture and woodworking technology or an eternal promise?

A

huge market with huge peculiarities.
It’s not even correct to call it a “country”,
because India is a country only from a
political standpoint; in culture, society and population, it is a continent: 1.25 billion people versus
742 million in continental Europe, 3.3 million
square kilometer surface and over 20 official languages are figures that clearly represent the complexity of this territory.
Such figures might suggest that the consumption
of technology and instrumental goods is similar to
a "top" country. But that’s not true. Sales by foreign
companies are limited and many vendors cannot
access the market due to hard-to-overcome nontariff barriers. Bureaucracy, inter-banking operations,
language are just a few limits that prevent global
companies to enter this market, and most of all, to
establish efficient and profitable operations.
Having said that, it cannot be denied that Asian
competitors are growing fast leveraging the
usual price factor; and there are also more and
more local manufacturers trying to meet local
low-end demand, which currently represents the
largest portion of Indian prospects.
We have a feeling that, in this market more than
anywhere else, the key to success is an established local organization. If you are in the
place, you automatically overcome most barriers,
they get to know you and you get involved in the
culture of local users, acquiring the necessary
strength to carry on sometimes exhausting negotiations. The back of the medal is an investment
with no immediate ROI, which is one of the weaknesses of our manufacturing industry.
MARKET SIZE
In addition to our remarks based on several years
of experience, we have to provide statistics that
are the starting point for any discussion or analysis.
India is the world’s top log producer with over
357 million cubic meters annually, followed by
China and the United States. Only 14 percent of
this volume is used for industrial production, a limited share that places India at number eight in
the global ranking. Statistics are even worse if
you look at sawn wood production: twelfth position
after Chile, though with a significant volume close
to seven million cubic meters.
As to woodworking machinery, in 2014 India imported technology worth almost 59 million Euro,
up by 11.6 percent from the previous year. The
major supplier is China, followed by Italy as the
top European partner. Germany comes third, with
disappointing results considering the country’s potential. These statistics, based on international
trade exchange, do not include offshore European
production. Some big companies like Biesse and
Homag have delocalized their production with
direct investments abroad, setting up local manufacturing sites to optimize costs and serve customers
directly. Let’s complete the picture with furniture in-

LOG PRODUCERS
(2013, figures in million cubic meters)

INDUSTRIAL LOG PRODUCERS
(2013, figures in million of cubic meters)

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Country
Value
India
357.23
China
347.51
Usa
334.02
Brazil
269.41
Russia
194.46
Canada
148.18
Indonesia
115.23
Etiopia
108.28
Republic of. Congo 84.69
Nigeria
73.83

Source: Fao.

Country
Russia
China
Brazil
Canada
Sweden
Indonesia
Australia & New Zealand
India
Finland
Germany

Value
180.38
168.68
149.45
146.74
63.00
62.61
52.82
49.52
49.33
42.05

Source: Fao.

dustry data. India is a top-10 country for production.
With h11.6 billion Euro every year, India is at
number five after Italy, showing its untapped
potential in the sector of intermediate goods.
WOODWORKING TECHNOLOGY IN INDIA
This industry is clearly one of the most thriving in
the country’s economy. Industrialization, Wto membership and increasing domestic demand have
pushed growth significantly. There are already
300 local technology manufacturers, offer lowend low-precision machines for handicraft businesses. Panel processing equipment represents
30-35 percent of the entire market, mostly covered
by import brands. Edgebanding machines, working
centers and panel saws are the most popular
products and represent the vast majority of panel
processing machinery.
The segment of solid wood machines is still dominated by Indian vendors. Sanding, cutting, tenoning and planing machines are developing
quickly, approaching a 15 percent share on the
total solid wood equipment market. The geographic
distribution of users is highly fragmented, unlike
panel processing companies, and this situation
creates opportunities for regional suppliers.
The future of the industry appears to be sound,
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considering the long-term stability of Asian and
Indian markets. The development of the construction industry is a key topic in the agenda of
any government that takes control. Increasing
demand for houses and commercial properties
should drive growth, combined with support
actions by the government.
India is a land of opportunity and each region
has a specific attitude. For instance, Karnataka

SAWNWOOD PRODUCERS
(2013, figures in million cubic meters)

ABOUT “MADE IN INDIA"...
During Indiawood there was a workshop dedicated
to the diffusion of the “Made in India” brand, a
concept that the new Indian government is promoting in the medium term. The key goal is the
reduction of import to the benefit of domestic
production. It’s a long and difficult route, with
strong discussion among wood industry experts.
The first topic of the workshop was certification.
Legal business and final product quality clearly
depend on the management of raw materials. All
the guests agreed on this, acknowledging the
need to introduce certification as a standard
practice. The panel of speakers included Sri T.
Gopi, owner of Woodtech Consultants, a wellknown reseller of European woodworking machinery and now also a manufacturer. He raised
some doubts about the topic of the meeting:
“India is a country with a huge potential in
terms of population, even if compared to Europe.
Currently, most Indian consumers turn to foreign
industries. Is India ready to change from an import country to a manufacturing country, both
for machinery and panels and furniture?”. Gopi
then continued, adding that the local industry
should improve much more from a technology
point of view. In India, joint ventures with Italian
and German companies must be created, but
there are still few. An exchange of knowledge is
necessary between resellers and manufacturers.
These concepts were also discussed by the furniture and panel companies attending the meeting,
stressing that, in order to achieve the desired targets, you have to invest in design, innovation and
regular taxation.
CONCLUSIONS
India is not a market to be approached light-heartedly. The most successful organizations have
been able to establish enduring collaboration
with local entities and global partners, helping
them approach the market with a stronger impact.
More than ever, we can state that “small” companies will have it hard, and maybe, joining forces
and intentions, it is easier to obtain good results.
by Carlo Alberto Strada ■
Acimall Studies Office

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
14

Country
Usa
China
Canada
Russia
Germany
Sweden
Brazil
Finalnd
Japan
India

Source: Fao.
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Value
69.22
63.04
42.86
33.50
21.48
16.07
15.40
10.44
10.10
6.89

MACHINERY EXPORTERS TO INDIA
(2014, figures in million Euro)

Exporters
China
Italy
Germany
Taiwan
Sweden
Source: Intracen.

Value
18.257
15.057
5.723
5.528
2.143

Var.% 14/13
9.91
20.56
16.44
-1.99
-27.41

CONTACTS
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding –
denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com
Panel processing machines and plants. Special
multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal milling
machines with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, flooring industry
technology, doors,modern furnishing industry
technology.

GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths.

Surface finishing

OFFICINE MECCANICHE NERLI snc
Via Valdera 274 I-56038 Ponsacco (PI)
phone +39 0587 731145 fax +39 0587 731702
www.nerli.it - info@nerli.it

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com
Machines for woodworking and equipmentfor
sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual and
automatic edging lines, working centres with
circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

NUOVA PROGETTI snc
by Clerici Roberto & Rossetti Filippo
Via Bonifica, 6
I-27030 Sant’Angelo Lomellina (PV)
phone +39 0384 55189 / 938018
fax +39 0384 559984
www.nuovaprogettimacchine.it
nuovaprogetti@arubapec.it
nuovaprogetti@libero.it
Cn milling machines; anuba machines;
cn working centers;
lines of production and special
machines for doors and frames;
automatic screwing of locks and
counterplates; wide range
of accessories and solutions.

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

Crossing-cutting lines
PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!

Secondary processing

BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, routers, throughfeed boring and inserting machines, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.

ELMAG spa

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Handling
and commissioning

CASSIOLI srl

Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it

SCM GROUP spa

Complete cycle for brushed bright glossy
paints “mirror effect”. Complete range of
sanding machines for wood and paints with
the highest quality standard of finishing
without shadings and undulations.
Complete lines for brushed bright glossy
paints with the highest performances of our
sanding machines and new concept brushing
and polishing machines.

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

VEBA MECCANICA srl

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division

Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, bandsaws.

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.
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Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

FAIRS
Tools and auxiliaries

Software

DDX srl
ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
DDX develops Cad/Cam/Cim software
solutions: “EasyWOOD” for panel and solid
wood machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Lacquers

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools

Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based coatings
for interiors and exteriors, uv-curing coatings,
acrylic coatings, polyester coatings, nitro
coatings, fire-retardant coatings and
pigmented coatings. Products for parquet
floors, special effects, stains, impregnating
agents, glues and tintometric color systems.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines and router
bits for cnc router machines. M.Conti measuring
devices for the woodworking industry.Special
devices for door and windows manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, production, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

ICA spa
Division ITALIAN COATINGS
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386 - fax +39 0424 37497
www.italiancoatings.com
info@italiancoatings.com
A new definition of Italian quality.

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS
AND SUPPLIES
Agents and wood trades

SURPLEX SRL
Corso Moncalieri, 476 - I-10133 Torino (TO)
phone +39 011 0192735 - fax +39 011 8598124
www.surplex.it – info@surplex.it
Surplex buys & sells machinery, plants,
equipment and further industrial goods in 150
countries worldwide. Surplex organizes
international online auctions, clears and turns
entire factories into immediate liquidity.

10-13 June TIMBER
& WOODWORKING
www.eng.atakentexpo.kz
• Almaty (Kazakistan)
Woodworking technologies
11-14 June SEMANA VERDE
DE GALICIA
www.feiragalicia.com
• Silleda (Spain)
Woodworking technologies
18-20 June ASTURFORESTA
www.asturforesta.com
• Tineo (Spain)
Woodworking technologies

29 June-1 July SYLVA WOOD
www.sylvawoodexpo.com
• Shanghai (China)
Wood
2-5 July WOOD TAIWAN
www.taitra.org.tw
• Taipei (Taiwan)
Woodworking technologies
16-19 July FURNITEX
www.furnitex.com.au
• Melbourne (Australia)
Woodworking technologies
22-25 July AWFS VEGAS
www.awfsfair.org
• Las Vegas (Usa)
Woodworking technologies
19-22 August TECNO MUEBLE INT.
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies
21-24 August WOODTECH INDIA
wwwwoodtechindia.in
• Chennai (India)
Woodworking technologies
2-4 September WOOD & BIOENERGY
www.jklfairs.fi
• Jyvaskyla (Finland)
Woodworking technologies
6-9 September SPOGA+GAFA
www.spoga-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

BASSO LEGNAMI srl

Sale of machinery
and equipment

2-5 June WOODWORKING
INTERMEBEL
www.expokazan.ru
• Kazan (Russia)
Furniture

23-27 June FITECMA
www.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies
INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa

Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com

AAAAAAAA

Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797 - fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started here in
Italy the production of 3-layer wood elements
for window and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during these years
and we can now offer them in several wood
species, such as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan
Oak, Tulipier and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue pvac - d4 - en 205
only.

8-11 September EXPODREV
www.krasfair.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
8-12 September CIFF
www.ciff.fairwindow.com
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
9-12 September BIFE TIMB
www.bife.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Furniture

9-12 September FMC CHINA
www.fmcchina.com.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
9-12 September FURNITURE CHINA
www.furniture-china.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
9-13 September HABITARE
www.habitare.fi
• Helsinki (Finland)
Furniture
19-23 September BIFE-SIM
www.bife-sim.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies
25-27 September TEKNO-LEGNO
www.teknowood.it
• Lanciano (Italia)
Woodworking technologies
30 September-3October TEKHNODREV
NORTH WEST
www.restec.ru/tekhnodrev
• S. Petersburg (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
6-9 October WOODEX SIBERIA
www.woodex-siberia.ru
• Novosibirsk (Russia)
Furniture
10-14 October WOOD PROCESSING
MACHINERY
www.tuyap.com.tr
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies
10-14 October INTERMOB
www.tuyap.com.tr
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Furniture
14-16 October FORMAR
www.feiraformar.com.br
• S. Paulo (Brazil)
Woodworking technoligies
14-17 October WOODSHOW
www.indonesiawoodshow.com
• Jakarta (Indonesia)
Woodworking technologies
14-18 October AMBIENTA
www.zv.hr/?id=1353
• Zagreb (Kroatia)
Furniture
23-26 November THE BIG 5 SHOW
www.thebig5.ae
• Dubai (Uae)
Constructing and architecture
12-14 December THE HOME SHOW
www.homeshow-oman.com
• Muscat (Oman)
Furniture
15-17 December FURNITURE ASIA
www.furnitureasia.com.pk
• Karachi (Pakistan)
Woodworking technologies

